
Members of Leeds University Union’s
Palestine Solidarity Group staged a
silent protest on Wednesday to show
their opposition to Yiftah Curiel, a
spokesperson for the Israeli embassy in
London, speaking at an event organised
by LUU’s J-Soc and POLIS.
PSG members staged a sit-in protest at

the event, ‘Yiftah Curiel - The Pathways
to Peace in the Middle East’, gagging
themselves with Israeli flags which
according to PSG, ‘[depicted] the silencing
of opposition’.
One member of the protest speaking

on behalf of PSG told The Gryphon, “We
felt that given that he is a representative
of the Israeli state - a state which racially
discriminates, which is an illegal occupier,
and which commits crimes on the people
it occupies - it wasn’t appropriate to
welcome him on campus.”
Postingon the society’s official Facebook

page earlier in the day, a member of PSG’s

committee stated: “Our University should
not be endorsing or giving a platform to a
representative of an occupying force.
‘How can we sit back and allow this to

be represented on campus, in our lecture
theatres, in what is portrayed as a safe
space for learning.”
Earlier in the day, POLIS, the

departmental society for Politics and
International Studies announced they
were cancelling an event featuring Yiftah
Curiel in discussion with Dr James Worrell
on the Iranian nuclear deal. In a statement
posted from the society’s Facebook
page, the society’s committee claimed
they believed an open letter published
by the Palestinian Solidarity Campaign,
with signatories including academics in
the School of Politics and International
Studies, had forced Leeds University
Union into cancelling the event, despite
being told a cancellation was only advised
by the Union due to a change to the
event’s format.
Speaking to The Gryphon a

spokesperson from POLIS said: “This has

obviously been a heated topic for us all
in the committee but we just want to say
that it was a shame that POLIS members
were denied the chance of listening to
Mr Curiel speak, even from a strictly
educational basis. We believe politics at
Leeds should be about open and honest
debate, and therefore this cancelation has
really disappointed us.”
A Leeds University Union spokesperson

said: “Yiftah Curiel visited campus on
Wednesday to address an open student
meeting, co hosted by J-Soc & POLIS. A
second event involving the same speaker
was unfortunately cancelled due to a late
change in the speaker line-up. The Union
will continue to work in partnership with
both societies to ensure that their future
events and activities are able to go ahead
as planned.”
J-Soc have been invited to comment by

The Gryphon but at the time of printing
are yet to reply. Any response will be
added to the online edition of this article.
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Israeli Spokesperson Sparks
Protests on Campus

Benjamin Cook
Editor-in-Chief
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We have to keep the ball better and
we have to move the ball quicker –
that’s always what we have to do.
Desire... it is a great word. I often
use the word “horny” with my

players.

5 0

6 1

6 -1

Photo of The Week:
Second year Cinema and Photography student Tammi Nowell caputured this beautiful sunset over Hyde Park earlier this month.

Manchester United manager
Louis van Gaal issues a

bizarre rallying call ahead
of his side’s Europa League
clash with Midtjylland

Editor’s Letter:
As someone who spends a lot of time
on the East Coast mainline I find my-
self reflecting on ‘Englishness’ pretty
often. It must be something about be-
ing forced into an enclosed space with
packs of middle-aged men drinking
tins of lager in the middle of the day
whilst gazing at two hundred miles of
flat fields that are for some reason in
places perpetually flooded in places,
that brings it out in me. During these
travels I’ve come to the conclusion that
‘Englishness’ (not ‘Britishness’) is the
feeling that everything of importance is
always happening somewhere else.
Over the last few weeks this must
be how most of the country has felt.
We’ve been sitting around twiddling
our thumbs and endlessly speculating
on what deal David Cameron would
strike with European leaders on our
renegotiaiton of membership of the
European Union. Here it was, the deal
that would redefine our national char-
acter. Only it wasn’t being hammered
out in Whitehall, or London, or even
Runnymede. It was being decided in

Brussels. It was being decided some-
where else. This shouldn’t by the way
be taken as the sort of UKIP-esque rant
about how the European Court of Hu-
man Rights is undermining the sover-
eignty of our proud nation. It’s merely
an observation about what it means to
be ‘English’.
It strikes me that in fact the whole de-
bate about the European Union brings
up another crucial element in defin-
ing ‘Englishness’. I was consulted this
afternoon by a Belgian student news-
paper as to why I thought the British
misturst the EU. I don’t think the British
do. I believe the English do. I believe
this comes from a deep historical de-
sire to define ourselves as ‘everything
France and Germany aren’t’.
We’ve always defined ourselves
against Europe. The Channel has en-
sured that we’ve always been ‘part of
Europe...but not really part of Europe’.
When Napoleon swept across Europe
in the early 19th century, the Chan-
nel kept him at bay. When Hitler blitz-
krieged his way across Europe the fol-

lowing century, The Channel kept him
away. Europe’s problems have always
been at once our problems and not our
problems.
Englishness is a national identity
formed in spite of Europe. A turning up
of the nose at the ideals of the French
and the Germans. Be it liberte, egalitie,
fraternetie, or ever closer union.
Butwecan’t goon like this surely? Eng-
lishness can’t be McCoy’s on a Virgin
train that will no doubt be late because
we’re too stubborn to renationalise the
railways because the Europeans did it.
It can’t be a ploughman’s because who
wants french brie in a sandwich. For
god’s sake let’s find something to be
proud of in English culture other than
not being the French.

Benjamin Cook
Editor-in-Chief
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Katy Frodsham

Police are hunting a man after a 18 year old girl was
allegedly sexually assaulted in a Leeds nightclub in
the early hours of Tuesday morning.
The victim has told police that she was assaulted in

Pryzm nightclub, on Woodhouse Lane, near a photo
booth on the second floor before 3am.
Police are urging anyone who saw anything suspi-

cious to come forward. The attacker is described as
white, in his early twenties with dark hair styled in
a quiff.

Detective Sergeant Rob Stabler, of Leeds District
Safeguarding Unit told the Yorkshire Evening Post
“The victim had become separated from her friends
shortly after midnight and the incident occurred
sometime between then and when we were con-
tacted. We would like to hear from anyone who saw
anything or who has any information that could as-
sist the investigation.”
Any witnesses or anyone who has information

which could aid the investigation are urged to get in
contact with the police through either Detective Ser-
geant Stabler at Elland Road on 101, or Crimestop-
pers anonymously on 0800 555 111.

thegryphon.co.uk

Junior Doctors Announce Further NHS
Strike Action

Junior doctors have defied the Health
Secretary, Jeremy Hunt, by declaring a
further three 48-hour strikes following
the government’s plan to impose new
contracts on them. The decision repre-
sents an intensification of the already
long-running dispute over pay, working
hours and patient safety.
The announcement, made by the Brit-

ish Medical Association on Tuesday,
also stressed an intention to seek a ju-
dicial review as the government appears
to have failed to carry out an equality
impact assessment, as required under
the Equality Act of 2010, before impos-
ing the contract.
It is understood that the Department of

Health are prepared for a lengthy stand-
off with the BMA, after NHS employers
distanced themselves from the Health
Secretary, saying they supported the

terms of the contract but not the imposi-
tion of it.
Ministers are said to be convinced

that the opposition of junior doctors
will start to ebb away once the contract
comes into force, but don’t deny that
there is a lot of anger among junior doc-
tors. There is a belief in Whitehall that
this will calm down once doctors have
started working under the new arrange-
ments, arguing that most will see a small
rise in pay and an improvement in their

working hours.
David Cameron’s official spokeswom-

an said: “It’s regrettable if they are going
to strike again. I’m sure discussions will
continue.”
The dates planned for the industrial ac-

tion are 9 March, 6 April and 26 April.
All are scheduled to begin at 8am, but
will not affect emergency care.

Jonny Chard

A proposal has been made
to LUU’s ‘Better Union’ fo-
rum that the Union should
“give a voice to those who
are being silenced by those
who claim their voices are
too loud”.
Gary Heyes, a Leeds Uni-

versity student, has submit-
ted a proposal titled ‘Should
equality mean equality?’, de-
tailing a view that “all people
should be heard and taken
seriously, whether a minority
or not.”
Mr Heyes explained that

he proposed the motion

because, in campaigns of
equality and diversity, “the
majority are looked upon
as the enemy whose issues
are minuscule by compari-
son and have life almost too
easy.” He specified his further
belief that Union campaigns
should “[also] help everyone
by asking the Union to focus
on issues that attain solely to
men.”
The motion will be pro-

posed at the next Student
Forum, which will take place
on Monday 29th February
from 17:30-19:30 in LUU
Room 6. All students are wel-
come to attend.

Forum To
Debate: “Should
Equality Mean
Equality?”

Police Investigate Sexual
Assault In Pryzm
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North West University Mafikeng, in
South Africa, has been temporarily
evacuated after student protesters set
fire to buildings. Koos Degenaar, a
spokesperson for the administrative
faculty, said an administration block was
burned down on Wednesday night. The
protesters also set fire to a residence
belonging to a dormitory supervisor. The
violence allegedly began after the student
representatives meeting was “disrupted”
by protesters.
Shamima Noor

Students at Jesus College,
Cambridge, have voted unanimously
that a bronze cockerel be repatriated
to Nigeria, from where it was
looted in the 19th century. The
cockerel, which features three times
on the college crest, was among
hundreds of artworks taken from the
Benin Empire after a British naval
expedition in 1897.

Jonny Chard

Uni Temporarily Evacuated
After Protesters Set Fire To
Buildings

4 Cambridge University

Eye on Cambridge’s Bronze
Cock

Campus
Watch

Students at the University of Texas
will soon be allowed to carry handguns
on campus. President Gregory Fenves
has approved the 2015 Republican-
led Texas Legislature to allow guns on
public college campuses throughout
the state. Although the University has
endorsed this controversial ruling, the
law states that a person has to be 21
before applying for a concealed carry
license.

Mike Johansson

University of Texas

Uni of Texas Allow
Handguns On Campus

2 North West University
Mafikeng

University of Brighton

3

4 News

The Digest

UK Prime Minister David Cameron an-
nounced the date of the in-out referendum
of the UK’s European Union membership
for June of this year. The announcement
comes after Mr Cameron struck a deal
with the other leaders of the EU and he
will be hoping the terms negotiated will
be enough for the British public to choose
to stay in the Union. Although similar to
the original draft Eurosceptics have argued
that the deal Mr Cameron has negotiated
falls well short of his original proposed
deal. Compromises have been made
on the sending of migrant child benefits
abroad and the four-year curb on in-work
migrant benefits allowed for only seven
years opposed to the original thirteen pro-
posed. Campaigning is now under way
with London Mayor Boris Johnson one of
the first major Conservatives figures sup-
porting the ‘out’ campaign.

Mike Johansson

EU Referendum Set For
June as Cameron Lands
EU deal

The owner of Alton Towers is to be pros-
ecuted over the Smiler rollercoaster crash
in June last year, in which a carriage filled
with riders collided with a stationary car-
riage. Two women, LeahWashington and
Vicky Balch, each lost a leg in the inci-
dent and three other people were seri-
ously injured. Neil Craig, head of opera-
tions for the Health Survey for England in
the Midlands, said: “We have today in-
formed Merlin Attractions Operations Ltd
that it will be prosecuted for breaching
health and safety law. […] We have con-
ducted a very thorough investigation and
consider that there is sufficient evidence
and that it is in the public interest to bring
a prosecution.”

Shamima Noor

Recent reports colluded about the on-
going investigation into the sex abuse
complaints against Jimmy Savile have
concluded that ‘BBC staff knew of the
complaints’.
The Dame Janet Smith review into sex-

ual abuse by Savile identified 72 victims,
including eight who were raped.
The report also says there were 21 vic-

tims of ex-broadcaster Stuart Hall and
BBC management in Manchester were
aware of his conduct.
BBC Trust Chairman Rona Fairhead said

the BBC ‘failed victims’. In response to
this, Tony Hall, a spokesperson on the is-
sue, said it was a ‘management issue’ and
argued that without a strong manage-
ment structure issues like this are ignored
instead of being addressed.

Zoe Bancroft

David Cameron insulted Jeremy Cor-
byn’s dress sense during a chaotic PMQs
on Wednesday. After Angela Eagle men-
tioned David Cameron’s mother’s oppo-
sition to his welfare cuts, Cameron re-
torted: “I know what my mother would
say. I think she’d look across the dispatch
box and she’d say: ‘Put on a proper suit,
do up your tie and sing the national an-
them’”. The remark prompted jeering
from the Tory benches. Jeremy Corbyn
said in response that “if we are talking of
motherly advice, my late mother would
have said, ‘stand up for the principle of
a health service free at the point of use
for everybody’, because that’s what she
dedicated her life to”.

Shamima Noor

Owner of Alton Towers
To Be Prosecuted

BBC Staff ‘Knew of the
Savile Complaints’

1

Cameron Criticised After
Corbyn ‘Jibe’
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Lecturer Helps To Establish Syrian Refugee School
Julie Pratten, a visiting lecturer in English at the University of Brighton has helped to set up a school for Syrian refugees
after participating in an online course. Pratten, who has has spoken of how children have been “queuing up outside”
her new school to learn, established the centre for learning in a camp near Dohuk, Iraqi Kurdistan, along with three
other online students from Canada, Morocco and Iraq.

Greg Whitaker



News 5

Who Gets Your Vote?

Why do you want to be editor?

I’m sort of Ben’s number two as a Newspaper as-
sociate this year. I think that, as I’ve progressed, I’ve
enjoyed the challenge more and more. I think, genu-
inely, I’m the best person to do the job next year.

What would the content of the paper be like under
your editorship?

We need to forge better links with LUU societies. Giv-

ing them the coverage they both want and deserve is
a big priority for me. I also want to provide, in terms
of news, a more international and more current events
sort of section.

How will you get students involved in the newspa-
per?

This year we’ve had a lot of people saying “I pay £10
to write for the newspaper and I get the impression
I’m paying for you guys to make it, what do i get out
of it?” I think you should get more for your member-
ship, so there should be better training and social
activities for writers.

Do you think it is important for students to get
involved in political discussions through the
newspaper?

There’s two separate parts to this question. As an
editor, if you’re elected, you have a mandate to take
the paper in any political direction you want. Saying
that, I think the Views section is vital to promote free
speech, in terms of anyone on campus being able to
come to the paper saying “I feel passionately about
this political view.”

You mention in your manifesto, a commitment to big
name interviews. Any specific examples?

Interviews with politicians, especially, I think we’ve
excelled at this year; we’ve had Hillary Benn, we’ve

had Jeremy Corbyn, we’ve had Natalie Bennett. For
me personally, I couldn’t look past the big politicians;
the David Camerons, the Jeremy Corbyns. I also think
we need to branch out to other sections. I think fea-
tures is a main one.

You mentioned looking to forge stronger links with
the societies. What would be your first step towards
achieving this?

It’s not really a secret that we haven’t always been the
most loved society on campus this year. First and fore-
most, I’d like to have regular meetings with committee
members of any LUU society that wants to have some
coverage in the paper.

Your background is primarily in the news department
but do you have any ideas for the In The Middle sec-
tion?

In terms of design, I do think it’s starting to become a
bit stale. The content is always fantastic. I do want to
consult design students, get them involved, and give a
sort of fresh new design to In The Middle.

As Gryphon editor, what is the first thing you would
do on day one?

I would like to concentrate on making sure that all my
editors will know exactly what they are doing. Train-
ing, definitely, would be my first priority.

Why do you want to be editor?

It’s not been something that I’ve planned. I just
thought, I’ve got lots of ideas. I think I’ve got the
necessary skills and experience. I thought, “you know
what? I’m gonna go for it, I’m gonna run.”

What would the content of the paper be like under
your editorship?

I think news is one section which I really want to
improve. I want the Gryphon to be more responsive

to stuff as it happens. We have a good online pres-
ence. I really want to push for getting articles up there
as soon as they happen. I want interviews, which is
something I think we have slacked on this year. Push-
ing for big name interviews; we can do it, we have in
the past.

How will you get students involved in the newspa-
per?

So I think one of the main problems that we’ve had
is that we’re perceived as a being too Union-centric.
I want to take the Gryphon out on campus, to the
students. One example was the junior doctors’ strike,
which would have been a really good opportunity to
go to the Worsley building and talk to medical stu-
dents about their opinions. I want to take the Gryphon
out to students rather than just expecting them to
come to us.

Do you think it is important for students to get
involved in political discussions through the newspa-
per?

Well, I think, being a student is a really good time
to get involved in political discussions. University is
when you start to realise how political matters actu-
ally affect you and how you can actually have an im-
pact on it, you can change things. University, as well,
is about developing your own opinions and learning
what you stand for.

You mention about waning to push for more big
name interviews. Any specific examples?

You’ve put me on the spot there! I’m trying to think
of examples that are more, kind of, student relevant.
Owen Jones is a good one. Upcoming artists like Jack
Garret and actor John Boyega, comedians like Jack
Whitehall. Generally, big names that students would
be interested in that would make them pick up the
paper.

What will you do to ensure a wide readership of the
Gryphon?

Well, I think online is where we need to focus our
attention on getting wider readership. We could
introduce a new app which would mean people have
The Gryphon on their phones to access news when it
happens. We need to get out there online; increasing
our followers on Twitter and our likes on Facebook.

As Gryphon editor, what is the first thing you would
do on day one?

Look at the website and plan out; how it can change,
how it can be promoted, how it can be more user
friendly, more eye catching. That’s the way to push the
Gryphon forward.

This week we interview Greg Whitaker and Jess Murray, who are both running to
be your next Gryphon editor. Interviews with every Lead LUU candidate will
appear online throughout next week.

Jess Murray

Greg Whitaker



His body found lying face down in the River Aire
close to the sewage works. Old telephone directories
used to fill his coffin. Buried in a mass paupers’ grave
with nine others, the David Oluwale Memorial Asso-
ciation is committed to dignifying the life and death of
David Oluwale. As a society, Britain believes itself to
have come a long way in its treatment of ethnic minor-
ities. However it is easy for Britain to celebrate its pro-
gressive future whilst forgetting its shameful past. The
memory of David Oluwale’s life reminds the public that
the treatment of ethnic minorities in the UK is not so
black and white, and Leeds is shaping up to be the city
at the centre of this campaign.
David Oluwale’s story is a harrowing account of utter

disregard for human life that is ingrained into Leeds’s
past and the history of the city’s police. The death of
Oluwale in 1969 was the first known incident of a ra-
cially charged attack leading to the death of a black
man at the hands of British police. This incident is also
one of the only times an officer has received a sen-
tence for being in some way related to the death of a
suspect through police brutality. Nearly fifty years af-
ter his death, the University of Leeds will be partnering
with the David Oluwale Memorial Association on 26th

February 2016 to celebrate his life through music, art,
and poetry. As much as this event is a celebration, it is
also a reminder of the resonance Oluwale’s story has in
today’s society, shining a light on police brutality and
the failings of mental health services in reaching out to
black, asian and minority ethnic (BAME) communities.

Oluwale was a Nigerian migrant who came to Brit-
ain, aged just nineteen, in 1949, then a former Brit-
ish colony rife with poverty and unemployment. His
aim? to secure a better future in the ‘Mother Country’.
A stowaway on a ship carrying groundnuts, Oluwale ar-
rived at Hull and was immediately arrested and sent to
Leeds’s notorious Armley prison. Upon sentencing Olu-
wale, the magistrate at Hull police court declared that
‘[Oluwale] would have been better off staying at home

digging groundnuts’, an unsettling outline of common,
contemporary perspectives amongst the authorities to-
wards migrants as a subhuman “other”.
Over 29 years in Britain, Oluwale became more fa-

miliar with the walls of Armley prison and what was
then known as the Pauper Lunatic Asylum in Menston
near Otley, being tossed between these and the streets
of Leeds. Diagnosed as a schizophrenic, 10 of his 16
years between 1953 and 1969 were spent in Menston
and it was here that Oluwale was subjected to various
treatments that would eventually become detrimental
to his mental health. ‘Liquid cosh’ largactil, a heavy
tranquiliser, and electric shock therapy were used on
Oluwale, often leaving him disorientated, twitching,
and laughing for no apparent reason.
Yet it was more than the treatments he received in hos-

pital that affected Oluwale’s state of mind. Two Leeds
City Police officers, Inspector Geoffrey Ellerker and Ser-
geant Kenneth Kitching made it their mission to humil-
iate, belittle and subjugate Oluwale. Routinely beaten,
battered, and verbally abused, what is striking is Olu-
wale’s determination to remain in the country. The only
black, homeless person in Leeds at this time, Oluwale
indented himself into the heart of Leeds City Centre,
something that various artistic movements would echo
years after his death. The mental and physical torture

6 Features
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Cruel Britannia: Remembering Oluwale
An artistic insight into racism, police brutality and mental health, ‘Oluwale Now’ is a daylong
event celebrating the life and death of David Oluwale, a victim of terror at the hands of Leeds
City Police. The Gryphon explores the life and death of David Oluwale.

Jodie Yates

“If Oluwale’s tragedy should bring asingle message of positivity, it is one
of resistance and empowerment
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inflicted upon him, as well as the tiresome effects of
being a black man in an unrelentingly racist Britain,
fuelled Oluwale’s longing to return to Nigeria, seeking
sanctuary from the Cruel Britannia that enticed and then
rejected him.
On 18 April 1969, Oluwale was savagely beaten with

truncheons by Ellerker and Kitching in a shop doorway
near The Headrow for one final time. David Oluwale
fled from his attackers, screaming and clutching the
back of his head, to Leeds Bridge. Eyewitnesses on that
night said that they saw two police officers chasing and
then beating a ‘small, dark man’ unconscious, before
kicking him into the river where he was found dead
two weeks later. It was not until another officer in Leeds
City Police brought into question the actions of Ellerker
and Kitching that Oluwale’s body was exhumed and his
death investigated two years later.
In the Scotland Yard investigation, the trial judge de-

scribed Oluwale as a ‘dirty, filthy vagrant’, with several
trial witnesses affirming him to be a ‘dangerous man’.
Kitching openly denied Oluwale’s humanity, declaring
that he was ‘a wild animal, not a human being’, though
these statements were not used in the trial. At the oth-
er end of the spectrum, to friends of Oluwale, he was
gregarious and fun loving, known ‘Yankee’ due to his
swagger and passion for westerns, until the humour and
liveliness were knocked out of him by various figures of
authority. As a black man, although only 5’5, Oluwale
was painted as the violent attacker to be feared. Through
the lens of black hyper-masculinity, Kitching and Ellerk-
er defended their actions as protecting Leeds from the
dangerous threat of the violent and savage black man,
rhetoric we still see in today’s treatment of young, black
men.
Ellerker and Kitching were jailed merely for a series

of assaults against Oluwale and spent three years and
twenty-seven months respectively in prison. The city
then found itself in a debate of conscience; ignore this
shameful mark on Leeds’s past or react to the abhorrent
behaviour committed by authorities on the city’s streets.
Deep embarrassment and shame towards the police
struck the population of Leeds and swiftly the treatment
of Oluwale in their home environment made distant,
contemporary stories of violence and oppression more
pertinent. At Leeds United’s football ground, Elland
Road, Oluwale’s flame burned bright, with players and
spectators chanting ‘The River Aire is chilly and deep,
Ol-u-wale. Never trust the Leeds police. Ol-u-wale’.

John McLeod, professor of Postcolonial and Diaspo-
ra literatures in the School of English at Leeds, will be
hosting a conversation with Guardian journalist Gary
Younge at ‘Oluwale Now’. McLeod outlined that, ‘if we
want to change the world you have to think and write
about the world differently, and literature is where we
go to think and write about life differently’. This is ex-
actly where the people of Leeds went to celebrate Olu-
wale, refusing to let him be forgotten.
Struck by disappointment and guilt, art became the fa-

cilitator for the city’s reaction. Oluwale’s story caused a
national scandal, prompted by a radio play written by

Jeremy Sandford called Smiling David, though this story
of terror and abuse had almost been forgotten about un-
til police paperwork on the case was declassified under
the 30-year rule. This moment inspired Kester Aspden’s
book Nationality: Wog, The Hounding of David Olu-
wale, published in 2007. Aspden took inspiration for the
book title from Oluwale’s suspect form, where his na-
tionality was denoted as ‘wog’. Literature and art allow
Oluwale to be the protagonist in Leeds’s historical narra-
tive, refusing to let him be lost into the city’s murky past.
Prolific writers such as Caryl Phillips in his 2007 book
Foreigners and Linton Kwesi Johnson’s poems Night of
the Head and Time Come, as well as many other poets
and filmmakers, have put Oluwale at the centre of their
art as a figure resistant to oppression. These are all works
that commemorate Oluwale’s struggle whilst reasserting
Leeds as a polycultural city built on migration and made
greater by its diversity, defying Kitching and Ellerker’s
vision of an oppressive, white-washed city.
The David Oluwale Memorial Association strives to

keep Oluwale’s story at the heart of discourse on police
brutality and mental health in the BAME community,
using Oluwale as a reminder of the effects of institu-

tional and diurnal racism. Dr Andrew Warnes, reader
of American Studies in the School of English and one
of the organisers of Friday’s event with Max Farrar, says
that he wants this day to articulate and showcase the
‘eloquence of the cultural response’ to Oluwale’s death.
DrWarnes affirms that ‘[Oluwale Now] is not just about
Leeds, but the way in which stereotypes circulate with-
in police forces and culture in general and the extreme
overreactions against individual vulnerable black men
and women’. Welcoming journalist Gary Younge to talk
of his experience of the Black Lives Matter campaign
in the USA, Warnes hopes the event will underline the
resonance of Oluwale’s story and its ‘horrible echoes’ in
the treatment of young, black men in America today, in
‘an attempt to try and ask why this is happening’.
Nearly fifty years after his death, though it cannot be

said that nothing has changed for the treatment of ethnic
minorities in Britain, the memory of David Oluwale calls
into question the resonance of similar issues affecting
the BAME community in Britain and worldwide today.
In the UK, black people are still overrepresented in pris-
ons and, although not on as wide a scale as America, it
is not unheard of for a black man to be shot dead by po-
lice in the street. High-profile cases of the shootings of
young black men such as Stephen Lawrence and Mark
Duggan by police force us to question to what extent
ethnic minorities are valued and respected members of
society. These concerns are echoed by the treatment of
migrants and the increase in race-related crimes, largely
targeted at the Muslim community. The suicides of Sarah
Reed and Faiza Ahmed, two young black women with
mental health problems, further indicate the failings of
the state. Black Britons today are struggling to have faith
in their country when it betrays them by accommodat-
ing institutional racism and a facilitating a seemingly
never-ending war on black bodies.
If Oluwale’s tragedy should bring a single message

of positivity, it is one of resistance and empowerment.
Despite being viewed as ‘human rubbish’, black, and
homeless, Oluwale upheld himself as a citizen, reclaim-
ing Leeds as his city as much as it was Kitching and
Ellerker’s. Oluwale is a signifier of all that we must em-
body to fight against figures of violence and oppression
worldwide. Professor McLeod argues that though ‘it is
tempting to build a legacy around [Oluwale’s] death’, it
is the fact that, according to Dr Warnes, Oluwale ‘acted
in the way he had every right to act, as a member of
this community’ that should remain prominent. McLe-
od and Warnes echo each other’s statements, agreeing
that Oluwale was ‘a representative of changes, pointing
towards the Leeds of now’ and ‘reminding us of what
we are’.
Though Oluwale’s memory lingers in the shadow of

Leeds’s past, many are acting to place it at the city’s heart.
The David Oluwale Memorial Association are currently
planning to build a memorial garden in Leeds City Cen-
tre, a type of ‘horti-counter-culture’, directly confronting
diurnal and institutional racism, and asserting Oluwale’s
presence, just as he did, at the centre of a civic public
space. Appropriately, ‘Oluwale Now’ takes place dur-
ing Black Future’s Month, ‘a deliberate reinterpretation
of the resistance and resilience of Black people as illus-
trated through art’. The David Oluwale Association and
numerous poets, writers, and artists will continue to use
the remarkable past of Oluwale and many others like
him to shape black futures: celebrating, liberating, and
empowering the oppressed and forgotten.

‘Oluwale Now’ takes place today (Friday 26th Feb-
ruary) with events running in various locations from
14.30-19.30. More information can be found here:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/oluwale-now-tick-
ets-20892190103

Features 7

If we want to change the world
you have to think and write about
the world differently, and literature
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Meet Joo-il Kim: The Man Defying Pyongyang

“Refugee is a better term, the word defector just doesn’t account for what we have
been through,” says Joo-il Kim softly. Kim is one of nearly seven hundred North
Korean refugees living in New Malden. An innocuous London suburb, the only
indication of there being a sizeable Korean population are their supermarkets and
travel agents, nestled within the seemingly hum drum high street.
The level of support offered to refugees is what makes New Malden an attractive

home for the North Korean diaspora. Most North Koreans living here have quietly
blended into the community, understandably preferring to tackle the daily struggles
of adjusting to a new society. Yet Joo-il Kim, who has lived here for nearly ten years,
felt compelled to directly challenge the regime that saw his family starved and per-
secuted at the height of the famine in the 1990s. Kim has experienced unthinkable
trauma after suffering tragedy both personally and professionally, he crossed the Tu-
men River to China. It took two years to cross Vietnam, Cambodia, and Thailand to
eventually reach Britain. He has since set up ‘Free NK’, a publication based in New
Malden, which aims to ‘liberate the North Korean people’ through its scholarship,
revealing the many human rights abuses that occur.
We meet in the North Korean information centre, run by his South Korean friend,

Bona Shin. The centre is a vital lifeline for North Koreans and is working hard to
introduce them to an independent way of life and integrate and unite them with
South Koreans. Before Japanese occupation of the North from 1910 until 1945,
all Koreans were ‘developing together on the peninsula as a homogenous people,
protecting the same language and culture for thousands of years’. But nowadays
tensions between North and South Koreans are not uncommon, with the Database
Centre for North Korean human rights attributing this division to ‘anti communist
sentiments they were taught in South Korea’.With the formal division of the country
in 1953, the cultures and languages of North and South developed independently
of each other. And so, when North Koreans started arriving in Britain, South Korea,
and Thailand, they were viewed by their Southern counterparts as suspicious and
even troublesome. Despite this, the fervent hope that both sides hold for reunifica-
tion is quite moving and something that Joo il Kim is keen to discuss.
A former North Korean army officer, Joo-il Kim’s role was prestigious. However,

his living conditions were far from this and his role became centred on catching
the many soldiers that fled from their dire surroundings, rather than training them.
This was in the 1990s, a time of acute economic turmoil, when the country reluc-
tantly relied on food and humanitarian support from the World Health Organisa-
tion. Movement within North Korea is limited but, due to the nature of his role,
Kim had the rare chance of travelling across the provinces, causing him to see how
widespread the crisis was. After a life of adulating his nation and leader, he found
himself asking, “is this the best that the North Korean leader can do?”.
It is important to look beyond the myths widely propagated by the media; North

Korea is so much more than a military state led by the crazed ‘fat boy Kim’. Films
like ‘The Interview’ with its lazy racial stereotypes and the constant media scrum
ridiculing Kim Jong-un diminish what a dangerous and grave situation North Korea
is in – a danger that lies in Kim Jong-un’s refusal to denounce his toxic self-styled
Communist ideology. In the last ten years especially, theWest has obsessed over this
apparently ‘hermitic’ nation and looked on incredulously at its insidious hold on
its people. Yet New Malden symbolises the regime’s biggest fear: a loss of control.
The flaws of the British asylum system further hinder the settling of a North Korean

refugee.With both North and South Korea claiming sovereignty over the whole pen-
insula, the British Government officially recognises them as South Korean. However
this is only because many first escape to Seoul to access the information needed
to decide how to continue. Indeed, among the array of injustices North Koreans
face, they are the only nationality to have their fingerprints taken in South Korea,
which Kim describes as “a breach of human rights”. As a result of this process, they
then become tied to a South Korean nationality and are consequently deprived of
the resources and support needed to settle into Britain. On this, Kim states “the UK
should accept us as North Korean, we have no freedom of obtaining information
and if we are moving through China we make an emergency decision to enter South
Korea”. Owing to its brotherly bond with North Korea, the Chinese Government is
renowned for repatriating North Korean defectors, knowingly sending them back
to certain imprisonment in its labour camps. Therefore, “moving to South Korea is

not a choice, the British Government thinks we choose to go to South Korea. If they
make South Korea a first port of call, then North Koreans will have the information
available to decide where to go, and better navigate the asylum system”.
Speaking to staff at the Korean information centre, it is clear that by helping North

Koreans settle they are leading the way in community integration. By putting a stop
to the misconceptions some of the South Korean community may have, the Centre
is empowering North Koreans, encouraging them to thrive. Their current resettle-
ment programme, and various events they have hosted, are all helping remedy the
psychological and physical consequences that come with escaping.Whilst the term
‘defector’ is often used to refer to displaced North Koreans, this term implies that
the decision to escape is light-hearted, and taken for political or passionate reasons.
Yet the subsequent psychological breakdown they face, and, as reported by the Da-
tabase Centre for North Korean Human Rights, the reality that most female North
Korean refugees will be sexually exploited, shows the decision is far from frivolous.
Joo-il Kim agrees stating “refugee is the right term for us, defector just shows you
have escaped. It doesn’t do justice to what we have been through”.
It is remarkable, but humbling, how Joo-il Kim is able to articulate the horrors he

has faced. Like other prominent North Korean refugees, Kim is working tirelessly to
bring awareness to the human rights abuses that his friends and family are suffering.
In preparing for this interview what was striking was how eager the Korean commu-
nity were to help with my research. Over sixty years after its formal division, their
unquestionable hope for the future of the peninsula is quite moving. With increas-
ing international scrutiny piling the pressure onto North Korea’s capital, Pyongyang,
it is their hope that the regime will soon be forced to acknowledge crimes it has
committed.

Thank you to Bona Shin for kindly hosting, and Yung Shin for translating.

To find out more about the work of the Korean information centre please visit their
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/koreaninformationcentre/?fref=ts
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Naomi de Souza

The Gryphon speaks to Joo-il Kim, a prominent member of the North Korean community in NewMalden,
about the challenges he has faced under the North Korean regime and as a refugee here in England and
what is still to come.
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Could you please tell me a bit about your role in the
society and what that entails?

I’m one of four Social Secretaries on the University’s fe-
male hockey club committee.We’re essentially the ones
who organize all the fun stuff. We have weeklyWednes-
day socials, team bonding nights (like team meals and
laser quest), our Christmas meal, a tour over Easter and
the hockey ball, which is the last big event of the year.

How did you get involved with the Hockey society?

I joined the team last year. I had never played before
but wanted to play a sport and I’d heard about them be-
ing a massive club: they have over 200 members. When
I went round the Fresher’s Fair, their stand attracted me.
The girls who were on the team seemed really friendly
and fun, so I decided to just go for it.

Who can join the Hockey Club?

Anybody really, it’s genuinely a very good club to join.
Lots of the girls are really dedicated to playing the sport
and commit training-wise and for matches, but because
there are 8 teams you don’t need to have any previous

experience of playing the sport. If you want to be more
casually involved, that’s fine too. I had genuinely never
played a match before and there were so many oppor-
tunities to get involved, not only in the matches but also
in charity events, socials and even umpiring.

Is the club just for girls?

There’s a boys hockey club as well who we work re-
ally closely with (although obviously, the girls club is
better). The socials, our tour and the hockey ball are all
with them.

What has been your best experience on the team/com-
mittee so far?

My best experience on the team this year has been to
see girls who join the club who have never played be-
fore end up growing in confidence. It happens around
this time in the semester when they’ve had some prac-
tice and they’ve played together for a while. It’s really
funny for me to see because that was me last year – it
shows how fast time flies.
The best parts of being on the committee are the perks

you get! We had a committee bonding day at the start of
the year, which was at Go Ape and so much fun, and a
committee Christmas meal at Roundhay Pub, which has

excellent food.
Another great part of being on committee is that you

become responsible for the club…and for your time
management! Knowing that I have a lot of commitments
has actually made me a lot more organized.

Do you have any big events coming up?

Our annual tour to Spain is coming up over the Easter
holidays, and that’s always a big one: I’m planning on
getting my to get my tan on while I’m there.
We’re also holding a ‘Zimfare’ social in a couple of

weeks time, where we will raise money and awareness
of the living conditions in Zimbabwe through the Pro-
gresio charity. Each captain is hosting a meal, which will
be a traditional Zimbabwean dish. People contribute
anything they can towards the meal and there will be a
team quiz at the end of the night! For the moment, you
can only come if you’re a member of the club, but it’s
the first time we’ve done it so you never know, it might
grow over the next few years!

If you had to use one song to describe your society,
what would it be?

Fancy by Iggy Azalea, because you can’t help but love
it.

Aikido is a Japanese martial art, which takes some
inspiration from jujitsu. It focuses on using your op-
ponent’s attack against them, so there’s no punching,
kicking or striking - it’s more about using momentum
to break your opponent’s balance to throw them or put
them on the floor. Because of that, Aikido isn’t really
about muscle: it’s more about the technique than how
hard you can push someone. You’d be surprised at how
little strength you need if you do a technique just right.
I joined Aikido in my first year, when I was looking

for something new to try out. When I came to univer-
sity, I was inspired to have a look into martial arts as
a way to get myself out of my comfort zone. It just so
happened Aikido was doing a Give It A Go session that
week. I went along, hoping it wouldn’t be too awk-
ward, but everyone was really friendly and it wasn’t
awkward at all, so I stayed.

Usually in classes we begin with warming up by
stretching, practicing some basic foot and/or hand
movements and working on basic exercises that im-
prove distance and timing. We tend to build up gradu-
ally to techniques, so it’s pretty accessible to beginners.
What we do after depends on the session. Usually,

we’ll learn a set of techniques, and practice for upcom-
ing gradings. Sometimes, Justin (the instructor) likes to
mix things up and have us practicing randori, i.e. free-
form bouts, to really help solidify the techniques in our
heads. Occasionally, we also do some weapons train-
ing (with wooden swords and spears), and some more
advanced techniques. So it’s nicely structured, but with
a little variety thrown in.
Trainings aren’t the only thing we do in the soci-

ety. Recently, we’ve had a few laid-back socials, like
a night out bowling and Sunday lunch after sessions.
We also had more “Aikido” focused events, such as a
seminar in York and our World Unite session that gave

some background to Aikido’s history and cultural im-
portance.
The Student Nationals are also coming up, so we’ll be

sending a team there, and hopefully we’ll be having a
few more socials this semester. In fact, we’re even plan-
ning a trip to Japan, to experience Aikido at its source
(as well as to fill up on awesome Japanese food).
Being a part of Aikido society has been an amazing

experience for me. I’d say it’s great to join if you’re
considering starting a martial art, if you’re looking for
something that doesn’t need strength for you to do well
in and which doesn’t involve hurting people. We’ve
had quite a few new members come in this year, which
was a welcome boost, but we’re always happy to get
more. It’s a really friendly, laid-back group, so don’t
worry about not fitting in – we make sure Aikido is
open to everyone.

In The Spotlight: LUUWomen’s Hockey
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10 Society

This week, The Gryphon talked to Kitty Pandya, a second year PPE
student and social secretary for the Women’s Hockey Club.

Aikido: More Than Just a Martial Art

Sam Robinson

LUU’s Women’s Hockey Club is the largest university hockey club in the country, with
eight teams playing in both the BUCS and Yorkshire Leagues. As well as possessing
sporting skill that won the club the title of LUU Sports Society in 2015, LUUWHC is
very active in the local and international community, and has raised over £30,000 for
charities over the last three years.

Avigail Kohn

This week, Sam Robinson, a second year PPE student and the Treasurer of Aikido society, gives us a comprehensive view of what being in
the society is like.
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To Write Or Not To Write?
In the wake of Elton John announcing he will be shadow writing The Killers

next album, Megan Chown and Fred Savage discuss whether or not artists
should be allowed to use ghost writers

Yes NoThis week in an interview with Shazam, Elton John casually
mentioned the likelihood of him collaborating with The Killers
frontman Brandon Flowers on their forthcoming album. Now, I
love every single album by The Killers, but I can’t deny that they

have completely changed their style from the iconic indie rock and roll of Hot Fuss
and Sam’s Town. The sudden change to modern synth-pop with Day and Age was a
shock to the system back in 2008; it wasn’t bad, it was just incredibly different. But
then Battle Born followed with a definitive pop-rock style that counteracted all their
previous albums and critics began to worry they’d lost their roots. Yet late last year,
like music to my ears, Flowers spoke of developing a ‘powerful rock vibe’ for the fifth
album hopefully meaning they’ll return to their signature sound of the golden age of
Hot Fuss.

A partnership with Elton John could actually help drag the band back to their
original rock style. In an interview with NME, John mentioned how Flowers has
often played him both The Killers and solo albums before release, suggesting that
they already have a close working relationship. This announcement doesn’t mean the
band will have nothing to do with writing their songs; I strongly suspect it will be a
mutual collaboration with inputs from both parties, allowing knowledge and insight
to change hands. It is well known that John himself works with Bernie Taupin who
has written the lyrics to many of his hits including ‘Rocket Man’ and ‘Candle in the
Wind’.

To me, a good cover can end up equivalent to the idea of shadow writing. Every
single song on Johnny Cash’s American IV: The Man Comes Around is a cover, yet
that doesn’t stop it from being one of my favourite albums. Cash gives new life to
the music, suggesting that it doesn’t matter who wrote it but who sings it that gives it
the meaning and depth. Now I’m not saying the writer or original artist shouldn’t be
credited (Prince must find it exceptionally annoying that most people think Nothing
Compares 2 U was an original Sinead O’Connor song), but surely it’s better for a song
to be sung by the right voice. For example, it might have caused a lot of controversy
but All About that Bass was initially suggested for Beyoncé yet when sung myMeghan
Trainer herself, it became an honest yet playful track.

Shadow writing causes quite the debate between music fans as many feel it is
necessary for an artist to write all of their own music.Yet collaborations in the creative
industry more often than not, create some of the most influential and innovative
pieces of work. After all, Elvis and Sinatra, two of the most iconic singers of all
time, didn’t even write their own songs. As a Graphic Designer, collaborations are
something I see daily across the design sector with inspiration being taken from
anything from fashion to film. Why should it be any different in music? If an artist
simply stays closed and always works within themselves would their work evolve or
change? They may never reach their full potential if they do not open themselves up
to the wealth of knowledge available through other musicians. Elton John is a perfect
example of someone with a history and influence in the industry who could provide
insight and new methods into the bands way of working. Surely shadow writing is
analogous to working with different producers – Bowie worked with Iggy Pop, Brian
Eno and Nile Rodgers, each time reinventing himself yet still remaining true to his

distinctive sound, so is this really any different?

[Megan Chown]

The relevance of who writes the songs for a particular recording
artist depends very much on the context of the songs themselves;
are the songs reflecting some intense thoughts, feelings and emotions
from the singer? Are there themes and ideas which are deeply

personal to the singer conveyed by the music? It’s cases like these that it is especially
important that the singer should have had a major hand in the writing the words for
the songs, so as to give the listener a satisfaction of finding the music more authentic.
A prime example of this is AmyWinehouse: a woman who was significantly insistent
on using authentic lyrics. They ranged from being entertaining to emotional, from
personal to pessimistic when portraying interpersonal relationships. She had an
incredible talent vocally, and her ability to play colourful jazzy chords on a guitar
accompanent complimented her style brilliantly. On the other hand, Miley Cyrus
and her infamous ‘Wrecking Ball’ was suggestively said to have been written in
response to the breaking of her engagement, yet the song and lyrics were not actually
written by her. It’s cases like this where a singer gets an external songwriter to write
a song involving the singer’s thoughts and feelings which can become irritating for
its audience. If you can’t express your own feelings in a song on your own then can
you really call yourself an ‘artist’?

It is also important to consider how involved the artist is with other aspects of
their music; many would consider playing an instrument to be more demanding
than singing and/or writing lyrics - despite the fact that all of those elements are
undoubteldy important - and if one has not played an instrument or written a lyric,
they are standing on thin ice when trying to demonstrate authenticity in their music.
Although the musicality of a song is not at first obvious unless the listener actively
goes to look up the credits of the music, many would argue that these aspects require
very little practice or talent, particularly production. Some may even consider it
not sufficient to make for authentic music if the singer has not written the words
(although this is usually the case with mainstream or sub-mainstream pop music).

It is only when a singer or recording artists has written their own words that they
are able to achieve some great historical and critical praise for themselves. Artists like
Bob Dylan, Joni Mitchell, Dolly Parton, Lennon & McCartney etc. have all achieved
such levels of fame mostly because they are known for writing their songs. Certainly
there are similarly praised artists who are known for not writing all of their own
songs: Elvis, Nina Simone, Frank Sinatra and Michael Jackson all had help with their
lyrics, but these artists have earned their praise in other ways such as cultural impact,
social/political activism etc. But the nature of this achievement I find to be somewhat
less intellectually stimulating than that of being a great songwriter.

If a singer has written their own words, it simply gives the listener some peace of
mind that they are listening to more authentic music, whether they actually enjoy
the music or not.

[Fred Savage]
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Basar by Africaine 808
“World music” and experimental dance have been

reaching new heights in the past year or so, with many
important contemporary artists often associated with
IDM finding innovative ways to combine the two. Be this
with Indian ragas as in Four Tet’s Morning/Evening, or
Floating Points’ self confessed obsession with Brazilian
sounds and rhythms, a coupling which had remained
in relative obscurity for years now seems to making its
way into the mainstream. Africaine 808 is the project
of DJs Dirk Leyers and DJ Nomad, two Berlin veterans,
invigorating the city’s reputation for minimal techno
with sounds from around the world, whilst maintaining a
classically German feel.

Their first albumBasar follows on from their long standing
VULKANDANCE parties in Berlin, and is a showcase of
how much this genre has to offer. Four to the floor beats
push the tracks on, with a plethora of different cultures
being given the nod, often to devastatingly groovy effect.
‘Balla Balla’ sees a short Asian melody transformed
into a wonderfully funky, tech-house amalgamation,

which is immediately followed by the bluesy ‘Yes We
Can’, featuring typically African instrumentation and a
didgeridoo melody. However, this exploration of cultures
isn’t solely reserved for places far flung from Western
musical traditions; ‘Language of the Bass’ is more of a
homage to UK dance and rave culture, with a melody
reminiscent of Northern Bassline, a pulsating beat made
using the Roland TR-808 analog drum machine (of which
they are extremely fond on the whole album), overlaid
by vocals which serve as a lesson in the history and
importance of UK sound systems.

This willingness to incorporate such a vast and diverse
number of styles makes the album rather difficult to pin
down – a fascinating hybrid. Genres and samples travel
from India to America’s gospel south, via Israel, Nigeria
and the Congo, however, and most crucially, the tracks
maintain their highly distinctive sound with help from the
808.

[Harry Stott]

The Leeds collective Submotion Orchestra arrive with
fourth studio album Colour Theory and continue to
gather admirers. With vocalist Ruby Wood taking a step
back to enjoy being a new mum, there is a greater stress
on the creative input and production behind the tracks.
Influenced by and incorporating their unique heavy-bass
dub with jazz, soul and classical Colour Theory takes a
more sophisticated stance on their ever youthful musical
blend. The album aligns itself and builds on the creative
ideas from 2014 album Alium whilst retaining a sense of
modesty, never swaying into arrogance.

‘Red Dress’ is a poignant beginning for the record,
perfectly whetting the appetite as we sink into a lull
whereby we can only lay back and appreciate what is
to come, and we’re kept constantly alert with recurrent
waves of electronic pulses which permeates their music.

The standout track on the album for me is ‘Kimono’;
showcasing the very capabilities of each individual in
the seven-piece collective, like many of the other songs
on the album it is ambient, infectious and radiates a
complete alacrity. ‘In Gold and Needs’ highlight the
excess of emotion which is terrifically transferred through
the album. ‘Empty Love’, featuring the work of Ed Thomas,
transcends any point reached on the album and through
its lofty vocals elevates the listener into a higher sphere
of feeling.

Colour Theory brandishes an unapologetic reminder
as just why so many critics have been won over by this
unique sound churned out by this eclectic ensemble of
talented musicians.

[Niall Ballinger]

Jack Garratt has recently created a die-hard fan base
with his awkward and energetic bravado on and off
stage. Despite only having 2 EPs and a collection of
singles under his belt, the 24 year old one-man-band has
amassed a hype that has seen him make multiple BBC
introducing and live lounge appearances. All this attention
and excitement can often lead to a disappointing debut
album, but Garratt is a man who likes to surprise.

A perfectly balanced mix of electronic dance, hip hop
and indie, tracks fuse together in Phase, defining Garratt’s
unique and undeniably talented sound. Singles ‘Fire’
and ‘Breathe Life’ boast the endless ability to produce
a masterpiece, full of synth-loaded hooks and ferocious
falsetto vocals. The raw power of Jack Garratt’s voice
shines brightest in track ‘Worry’ – a bewildering and
beautifully refined song about unhealthy love obsessions.

What is perhaps most amazing about Garratt is that
it is him and him alone. His live performance features

him, a guitar, drum pad and synth. But yet he somehow
produces tracks as overwhelming and tremendous as
‘Surprise Yourself’ – the surprise (and aptly named) latest
single from Jack after a scorching hot VEVO LIFT session.
Personal favourite ‘Weathered’ breathes nostalgia and
warm summer nights with beautiful melodies and a tender
guitar riff capable of warming the coldest of listeners.

Winning the Brits Critics Choice Award, featuring as
Annie Mac’s hottest record in the world, and a headline
UK tour, 2016 will easily be Jack Garratt’s year. If his jaw
dropping live performance doesn’t do it for you, then
his endearing and sincere personality will. His UK tour
sees him play a sold out show at our very own University
Union on April 5th. Phase is a phenomenally impressive
debut album by Jack Garratt, full of ghostly but captivating
synth hooks, incredible vocals and ingenious guitar riffs.

[Luke Humphrey]

Colour Theory by Submotion Orchestra

5

Phase by Jack Garratt
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The 50th DJ-Kicks was released last year, and was a
spell-binding compilation of new discoveries by none
other than DJ Koze. This however, is the smoothest
and sassiest of them all, courtesy of Moodymann, and
featuring better-known tracks. The DJ-Kicks series prides
itself on its collaborations with some of the biggest and
best musicians of the time (previous years feature mixes
by Seth Troxler, John Talabot and Motor City Drum
Ensemble) and this is no different. The series gives a real
insight into the influences and interests of the artists that
mix them, and invariably have the slickest transitions of
some of the biggest tunes.

Moodymann reinstates a hip-hop vibe to DJ-Kicks,
boasting mixes from the likes of Jai Paul, Nightmares on
Wax and Flying Lotus. Cheeky snippets from each track
(none much more than 3 minutes in length) maintain the
ebb and flow of the album, though a few corners were cut
in some song transitions with a simple fade-in, fade-out.
Easily the climax is the move from BTSTU by Jai Paul toTea

Leaf Dancers by Flying Lotus, feature vocals fromAndreya
Triana – tunes that you might never put in the company
of each other, meticulously morphed together. As with
all the DJ-Kicks series, the albums should be played as
intended and act as a complementary soundtrack for a
fragile mind as minimal concentration for maximum
enjoyment is required.

Perhaps a slightly rogue track on the compilation is Our
Darkness by Anne Clark – a jazzy mix of the original, with
a piano riff and lumbering spoken word, obviously taken
from a live show. It just doesn’t quite sit comfortably with
the coolness of the remainder of the album. The finale
comes in the form of a mix a gentle techno track from
Daniela La Luz. Overall, this is a pleasing addition to
the DJ-Kicks family, with a much more diverse display of
genres, but less masterful mixing.

[Flora Tiley]

DJ-Kicks: Moodymann by Moodymann

Pitchfork darling Wild Nothing returns with his third
studio album, Life of Pause. However, the title is a bit of a
misnomer, as once you press play, the only thing to do is
let it run. Taking inspiration from the likes of Beach House
and Pains of Being Pure at Heart, this record is yet another
jewel to add toWild Nothing’s already resplendent crown.

The album starts with the wonderfully ambient
‘Reichpop’; its layered xylophone and heavily filtered
guitar sounds come to you from a far off distance, getting
closer and closer until you allow yourself to be carried
away with them. The use of distance is particular to this
record, even in songs like ‘Lady Blue’ and ‘To Know
You’ which appear on the surface to merely be good
old-fashioned indie bangers. The vocals are the key to
differentiating them, sounding as though they’ve been
fed through two cans linked by string. It’s the contrast
between the enveloping instrumentals and the far-off
vocals that give Wild Nothing’s music an other-worldly

quality, as if he’s speaking to you from a space at the back
of your mind that you were never quite aware of.

Wild Nothing is not afraid to present you with the
unexpected. ‘Whenever I’ moves from what could be an
Easy Listening jazz track to a spacey guitar- and synth-
driven wonder. Even typical tropes are rendered entirely
new under his hand; the piano and acoustic guitar
combination has been done and done and done a million
times, but ‘Adore’ uses it as a wonderfully chilled, almost
Temples-esque ode to ‘the one that I adore’. The tempo
switch in the middle then feels entirely natural even
though it is entirely innovative.

Life of Pause is a triumph of left-field indie vibes at their
best. Let it soothe your troubles totally away.

[Jemima Skala]

Life of Pause by Wild Nothing

Come Thru #3, Sat 5th March, 11pm, CHUNK, £5
advance

Come Thru number 3! Creative and positive club
experiences curated by close friends of the UML -
Nightwave, Lil C,TayyabAmin, and residents Docterre and
The Physical providing the soundtrack. We recommend
buying tickets in advance to avoid being turned away at
the door!

Super Hexagon & Future Daze with DJ Stingray, Sat 5th
March, 11pm, Wire, £6 earlybirds

This small Leeds-based crew have slowly but surely put
themselves on the radar as serious purveyors of all things
electronic, having brought Helena Hauff and Luke Vibert
to the city in the past. Next up they’ve got DJ Stingray,
one of Detroit’s original techno players who cut his teeth
playing alongsideMoodymann in motorcycle clubs before
becoming Drexciya’s tour DJ.

Bill Ryder Jones,Tuesday 1st March, 8pm, Belgrave Music
Hall & Canteen, £10

In light of his 2015 album release, “West Kirby County
Primary”, the English multi-instrumentalist, musician and
film composer is bringing his minimalist, folk-rock sound
to Leeds’ Belgrave Music Hall. Think Kurt Vile’s rambling,
mumbling vocals meets Mac Demarco’s iconically hazy,
guitar twang.

LIME #8 with Sean Hamilton, Monday 29th February,
7pm, Hyde Park Book Club, free entry

Leeds Improvised Music and Experimentation bring
Sean Hamilton to Hyde Park Book Club. An American
composer, percussionist and educator, Hamilton
is particularly interested in free improvisation and
electroacoustic music. Featuring performances from other
Leeds-based improvisers this is an excellent opportunity
to see overtly experimental music in an intimate venue.

[Leeds Union Music Library]

UML Gig Picks of the Week
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The Short Life of Pablo
“My album will never never never be on Apple. And it will never be for

sale... You can only get it on Tidal”. It seems Kanye West has got yet another
bee in his bonnet, not just for Apple, but for the music industry as a whole. The
prodigal son’s recent decision to only release The Life of Pablo on Tidal has
created a rift within his fan base between those who are willing and those who
are either unprepared or unable to shell out their life savings to hear Kanye’s
latest genius ramblings. He has created a bubble of exclusivity around his al-
bum; he has bestowed only those deserving enough, wealthy enough and daft
enough to buy a Tidal subscription with the privilege to access TLOP.

This is a remarkable contrast to Alicia Keys’ comments, not even a year ago,
at Tidal’s launch party, that Tidal would be “a
place for connection between artists and fans…
deliver[ing] music and experiences in a way
that is best for the consumer”. Either Tidal has
forgotten its founding ‘principles’, or it never
truly harboured any. Even if Tidal is an artist-
owned streaming service, it is owned by an elite
group of musicians whose primary concern is
shovelling money into their ever deepening
pockets whilst drip-feeding expensive products
into our ears. Vaguely claiming to offer “high
fidelity music streaming”, Tidal exhibits an ex-
ploitative faithlessness to the average music
consumer. Tidal is essentially a charity service;
only the prosperous are at the beneficial end of
the stream - poor Kanye is $53 million in debt,
didn’t you know?

And the annoying thing is we buy it again and again. Since TLOP’s debut,
the Tidal app has risen to #1 on the app store. Congratulations Kanye, you’ve
succeeded at the expense of the consumer. But it’s important to remember that
TLOP is an anomaly, hyped by Kanye into a crazy level of anticipation. In the
absence of further material, a huge percentage of Tidal’s new subscribers will
cancel their free-month subscriptions and return triumphant to the magical
world of Spotify and other less costly sources of music. It’s understandable
that Kanye didn’t want Spotify and Apple Music to unfairly profit from his own
work, but what makes less sense is his refusal to release his latest album in a
physical form. Adele proved it was possible to ‘beat’ the streaming services
with the unprecedented success of 25, so Kanye’s decision not to follow suit
is not just unwise but bizarre. Physical mediums are the best way to listen to
music; they present profits to the right people, whilst offering a sound quality
fit to match Kanye’s self-professed “best album of all time”.

The question we must ask ourselves now is whether this exclusive mode of
release will become the popular trend. If more and more artists adopt Kanye’s
tactics, then music will transcend into previously unparalleled level of exclu-
sivity. The whole point of streaming services is to make music more accessible
to everyone, but if artists continue to restrict their music’s reception then peo-
ple are going to lose trust with the music industry and music itself. To listen
to music we will have to blindly make substantial investments for unknown
products. Rather than fall into this trap, we should follow the example of art-
ists like Chance The Rapper, who appears on TLOP’s opening track ‘Ultralight
Beam’, and who releases all of his music for free. He has steadily built a loyal
following from this approach, similar to the Arctic Monkeys, who gave their

music away to form a solid fan base before releas-
ing Whatever People Say I Am, That’s What I’m
Not. Exclusive music may benefit the elite artists,
but it eliminates the unknown musicians from the
equation altogether. It will become even harder
for aspiring talent to expand their audiences. To
make matters worse, if other streaming services
gain exclusive rights to an artist’s music, then we
will see the establishment of separate musical
pockets. We will have to pay ridiculous amounts
to listen to the music that we love, as if we had
been asked to pay for each individual TV channel
we watch, reducing our discovery of new artists.
The only feasible result of a movement such as
this is a depressing return to the dark ages of mu-
sic piracy.

The evidence confirms this; within a day of its release, TLOP had been pi-
rated over 500,000 times.Whilst this shows the consumer’s rejection of music
exclusivity, it also undermines the sanctity of music. If Tidal wants to roll with
the big boys of music streaming services then it needs to open its pearly gates
to a wider audience, rather than simply rely on exclusive material to prop up
its poor foundations.

Kanye may believe that “this album’s just embracing the music, embracing
joy, and being of service to the people”, but I for one am unconvinced. The
exaltation of this album as a collector’s edition will mean The Life of Pablowill
be a remarkably short one indeed. What a shame. Pablo’s life story sounded
so interesting too.

[Robert Cairns]

“The question we must ask
ourselves now is whether this

exclusive mode of release
will become the popular
trend. If more and more

artists adopt Kanye’s tactics,
then music will transcend

into previously unparalleled
level ofexclusivity”

Is Kanye’s Latest Project Masterfully Elusive Or Dangerously Exclusive?

[Image: Peter De Potter]



Africaine 808 – Basar (Golf Channel Recordings)

The German duo Africaine 808 - made up of Dirk Leyers and DJ Nomad - have been steadily releasing EP’s over the
last few years. This month sees the duo releasing their first full length album which continues their usual dynamic
approach of mixing elements of Africa’s traditional genres with samba, jazz and gospel along with a horde of other
influences. A great example of artists who are keeping contemporary dance music fresh and interesting, and we’ve
reviewed it on p.5.

Manfredo Fest - Jungle Kitten (Tabu Records)

A Jazz-Funk gem from 1979 this EP takes influence from Brazilian music combining it with a fast, funky, jazz sound
which is boppish and harmonically sophisticated. You would find the title track ‘Jungle Kitten’ be put to good use as
an instrumental break in a disco-set, or equally as quality easy listening for your front room.

Autechre - Amber (Warp Records)

An essential listen for anyone interested in the more experimental side of electronic music. Along with the artist
Aphex Twin, Autechre is acclaimed to be a central pillar in the evolution of the genre “Intelligent Dance Music”
which moved away from the more dance-floor orientated styles of electronic music in the early 90’s. This is 75
minutes of powerful, contemplative and ambient sound which was well ahead of its time being released in ’94.

GoGo Penguin - Man Made Object (Blue Note)

Following their much acclaimed album v2. 0 from 2014 which was shortlisted for the Mercury Prize, the Manchester
Jazz trio GoGo penguin release their next 10-track album this month. Using their trademark mash of minimalist
piano, electronica-inspired drums and emotive bass lines which very much forms their own unique sound which
draws on and recreates electronic music with acoustic instruments.

The Galleria - Calling Card (Environ Records)

The Galleria is an alias of Morgan Geist with which he once again taps into the pop end of house music, however
this EP is not to be compared with the usual throw-away tracks of its kin. The two impressive tracks on the record
‘Calling Card’ and ‘Mezzanine’ boast excellent production creating a funky vibe with a strong 80’s feel.

Weekly Chart

[Ben Finder]
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When it comes to solid line ups and spectacular nights out in Leeds, Butter Side
Up need no introduction.

Over the years the trusted team behind BSU have produced a party that combines
both quality line ups (Hunee, Gerd Janson, Theo Parrish) with a warm, intimate
atmosphere, drawing in familiar faces every month who are yet to find a more ap-
pealing party to soundtrack their weekends. This sense of familiarity and community
is only compounded further by their less frequent ‘Friends & Family’ soirees bringing
together an amalgamation of some of Leeds’ most consistent and underappreciated
residents.

Friday 12th February saw yet another solid line up from the experienced curators
bringing in a revered duo associated with one of Europe’s most infamous clubs.
Ostgut Ton’s Nick Höppner and Tama Sumo brought a taste of Berghain’s delectable
house and techno scene to the sweaty yet irresistible underground setting of Wire
club.

Höppner, an Ostgut Ton favourite and previous label manager, teased eager crowds
with beat after tantalizing beat of only the best selection of house and techno. As
always, he left no room for messing and performed a serious yet skilful set, with all
the fun thrown in for free.

Tama Sumo hit the decks at around 3am, following on with some deep house, ex-
pertly progressing into the realms of darker techno. One thing is for sure: with over
twenty years of experience under her belt, she knows how to please a crowd.

Some of us can’t afford to jet off to Berlin at the drop of a penny, but who needs
to anyway when there are nights such as this on our doorstep? BSU continues next
month with Craig Richards coming to town on 18th March.

[Georgia Williams]

Subdub Presents:
Dancehall Science - 19/02/16
Shifting from their usual haunt of theWest Indian Centre, the latest edition of Leeds’

favourite party for all things bass-heavy, Subdub ventured into the depths of the Hifi
basement on the 19th February.

Usually accustomed to speakers so loud that feel like the bass amp has replaced
your heart and all your bodily functions, Subdub parties have a tendency to make
you worry that you may never be able to hear again. Yet, a bizarre sense of epic
enjoyment, exhilaration and exhaustion is usually found, despite being crushed by a
horde of sweating, skanking humans.

However, when we arrived at Hifi for Dancehall Science the bouncer invited us in
and said to us, ‘I don’t really understand why you want to go in there..’. It’s safe to say
we were a little disappointed as we walked down the stairs into the familiar setting
of Hifi with incredibly low expectations.

Once we got inside, the club was only half full, which considering the size of Hifi,
was not a very impressive turn out. Nonetheless, one guarantee was the brilliant
music and the promise of rum and ting behind the bar. The select crowd did not
impact the vibe of the night, and was actually a bonus, allowing skanks to erupt in
their full glory without the threat of elbowing someone’s ribcage or catapulting their
drink across the floor.

Another refreshing aspect of Friday’s event was the discovery in the days after that
our hearing was very much intact, with the usual ringing in our ears kept to a mini-
mum. Despite these welcome variants, I think it is safe to say that Subdub is better in
its home at the West Indian Centre, rather than the loveable surrogate at Hifi.

[Harry Le Grice]

[Image: Justin Gardner]

Butter Side Up: Ostgut Ton - 12/02/16
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Yeezy Season 3

Dubbed “the greatest album of all time” by the man himself, last week saw the
much anticipated release of Kanye West’s seventh studio album ‘The Life of Pablo’.
And in true Kanye style, the release wasn’t as straight forward as a simple signing
in your local HMV. Rather, 20,000 people gathered in the Madison Square Garden
arena in New York, and countless more tuned in via online streaming for the debut,
an unprecedented audience for such an event. However, it wasn’t just the music that
was being celebrated, in fact it seemed that the attendees, including Jay-Z, Olivier
Rousteing, Karlie Kloss, and 50 Cent, were more concerned with the grand unveiling
of the third installation of the YEEZY fashion label.

The show provided the perfect platform for West to show off
his new wares as well as a literal arena for which to debut his
latest musical offering. As the final moments of ‘The Life of Pa-
blo’s’ opening track ‘Ultra Light Beams’ blared out over the PA
system via Kanye’s laptop, the sheets were literally lifted uncover-
ing YEEZY Season 3. Hundreds of models filled the arena floor
dressed in the muted, washed-out colours we’ve come to expect
over the initial YEEZY seasons. There were, however, a few more
colourful pieces appearing in yellows, oranges, and reds, match-
ing model and rapper Lil Yachty’s braids. The collection itself
has evolved in nearly every way, with a more imaginative use
of fabrics, styling and colours, while the basic staples – distress-
ing, oversized silhouettes, and those muted tones – of the YEEZY
brand remain intact. Most noticeable is West’s use of colour-blocking and select pat-
terns, largely found throughout the women’s pieces.

Another highlight was a sneak peak at the latest evolution of the adidas x YEEZY
program, with the new upgraded version of the popular adidas YEEZY Boost 350
stealing the show with its new design. It features a new pattern on the Primeknit
upper, and in addition to the bold stripe across the entire shoe there is also another

version with a white and black upper. These are something to look out for in coming
months, although whether they’re worth queuing for days outside the nearest adidas
store is another question. There was also the teasing of the brand-new YEEZY Boost
1050 boot, a “duckboot”-style which appears to be a more evolved form of Kanye’s
first boot, the YEEZY 950, which will come in at least three colours, but again, don’t
expect any deviations from the YEEZY colour chart.

Of course, this is Kanye we’re talking about, and throughout the program, the rap-
per took to the mic many times to voice his thoughts and opinions, thanking adi-
das for paying for the event which was met with an eruption of jeers and chants

slandering Nike from the crowd. Interestingly, he noted that
the YEEZY clothing prices would be lower next season, so
fingers crossed we won’t have to delve too much into our
overdrafts for a piece of the collection.

As expected, the Kardashian-Jenner clan made no small
entrance either at the presentation. The whole family, includ-
ing North West, were decked out in an exclusive coordinat-
ing Balmain x Yeezy set, but it was Kim’s look that was the
most striking, showing off new platinum blonde locks. The
appearance of Kylie Jenner at the event came just days after
her controversial signing with Puma against West’s wishes.
After venting his anger on Twitter however, it seemed that in

the MSG any disagreement had been forgotten and the focus was placed solely on
the clothes and the music.

He may still have his heart set on running for Presidency in 2020 but with clothes
and music like this, at least he has a back-up plan.

[Grant Wilkinson]

“The collection itself
has evolved in nearly

every way, with a
more imaginative use
of fabrics, styling and

colours”

[Image: Kevin Mazur]

[Image: Dimitrios Kambouris]

[Image: Dimitrios Kambouris][Image: Kevin Mazur]
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Celebrating 100 Years Of Vogue
From the 11th of February to the 22nd May, the National Portrait Gallery is play-

inhost to ‘Vogue; A Century of style” exhibition. Curated by Robin Muir, the exhibit
begins in 2016 and is designed to make the visitor feel that they’re flicking through
the magazine. The exhibition is set up as a series of small rooms, isolating the
decades as an era in themselves, and features a number of iconic images from the
publication which best represent the impact and importance of each decade.

Heavily emphasising the British Vogue Brand and its publication history, a selec-
tion of 100 key covers of the magazine are on show in chronological order, tracking
iconic events in history that impacted fashion such as the women’s movement in
World War 2, a tribute to Marilyn Monroe, and the Princess Diana Memorial issue.

The Audio guide to accompany the exhibit gives interviews and accounts of key
fashion eras from industry veterans and professionals, giving social context to the
accompanying images on display.

Given that British Vogue launched in 1916, shortly following the suffragette move-
ment, it is of note that women played key roles in the publication, for example the
first editor was a woman, Dorothy Todd, and the exhibition highlights and praises fe-
male photographers while providing a detailed overview of the magazine’s develop-
ment and impact.

[Meg Painter]

Years ago the tracksuit was some-
thing only associated with middle-aged
sports coaches and PE teachers. Well,
how times have changed. Just as we’ve
almost edited Juicy Couture’s designer
tracksuit days from our fashion-disas-
ter memories, sportswear has recently
made a revival. The tracksuit is no long-
er an item confined to the walls of your
living room on a slobbish Sunday, but
has made a chic appearance on the cat-
walks of many designer powerhouses.

Chloé was one of the main designers
taking tracksuits from tacky to taste-
ful for Spring 16, flaunting tracksuit
tops over girly, floral skirts, cleverly
fusing the line between womenswear
and menswear. However, full-bodied
matching tracksuits were also domi-
nant, finished with striped sides in true
sportswear fashion. If you’re not feeling
brave enough to dive straight into the
full on casual look then look to Paco

Rabanne’s Spring 16 collection for inspiration and try pairing your tracksuit bottoms
with a smart top, cashmere chunky knit and your best designer bag for true sports
luxe.

The return of the tracksuit alludes to the idea of the move in womenswear towards
gender-free dressing. We’ve gender-neutralised and restructured our wardrobes into
staple, basic pieces and in doing so blurred the line between smart and casual. Cot-
tweiler is one of the main brands doing this, originally a menswear brand but recently

reinvented as a unisex brand, women are
also buying their relaxed sporty styles.
For those that aren’t ready to take their
sweats off yet, it looks like the laid-back
90’s tracksuit trend is here to stay after
making recent appearances at New York
Fall 16 Fashion Week by designers such
as Baja East and Rihanna’s line, Fenty x
Puma.

Celebrities are leading the way when it
comes to taking the athletic-looking trend
into an everyday stylish look. Follow in
Kylie Jenner’s footsteps and get one in
every colour, so comfy you’ll never want
to wear anything else.Vicky Pollard could
have had a point with the matching track-
suit; go big or go home. It’s a statement
piece. You can’t wear something as bra-
zen as the tracksuit without some confi-
dence, it’s a look that can go either way
and maybe that’s why we love it for it’s
tackiness. There’s a sense of danger when
choosing such a controversial outfit.

Love it or hate it, the tracksuit is a style we can no longer ignore, are you brave
enough to remove your tracksuit from the guilty secret of your hangover wardrobe
and join the trend?

[Hannah Brown]

The Return Of The Tracksuit

[Image: Marcus Tondo][Image: Marcus Tondo]

[Image: Vogue]
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Holly Fulton
Tailoring, bold silhouettes and an array
of textures took centre stage. Dusky
pinks, metallic hues and a modern take
on paisley.

Style Editor - Emma

Phillip Lim
Military hues and a modern take on
tweed; zips, folds and knots set the
tone for structured layering throughout

Style Editor - Faye

Jonathan Simkhai
All about texture, long-line silhouettes
stunning in nude palettes from delicate
lace and intricate knitwear to extrava-
gant furs and frills

Print Editor - Molly

Rodarte
A gothic romance; stunning tiered lace,
gorgeous floral jewellery, and big fur
coats took centre stage.

Online Editor - Rukaiyah

Fashion Week Highlights: Editors Picks

Mary Katrantzou Alexander McQueen Proenza Schouler Topshop Unique

And the
best of the
rest...

For decades we as consumers have been watching shows, admiring items, but hav-
ing to endure waiting months until we can make any purchases. This year however
sees the beginning of many changes from some of the industry’s biggest houses. The
“see now, wear now” or “ready to go” concept allows buyers to literally watch a show
and buy items they like immediately. As consumers become more tech savvy and a
more accessible and rapid shopping experience is preferred, the fashion industry is
aiming to keep up with demands. With designers falling
like dominoes at fashion houses, individuals like Raf Si-
mons have cited the rapid pace and creative exhaustion
as reasons for resigning posts. With having to complete six
fresh and innovative collections annually the work builds,
pressure increases and in turn creativity and quality suf-
fers. Simons stated in an interview with Cathy Horan, “The
problem is when you have only one design team and six
collections, there is no more thinking time. And I don’t want to do collections where
I’m not thinking.” Thus, designers are taking a stand and aiming to find a perhaps
more timely and convenient manner to create, showcase and sell collections worth
the price and reputation, whilst giving in to the consumers desire of a more commer-
cial and attainable method.

As part of his recent AW16 show Michael Kors included a capsule which could be
bought instantly on his website. Burberry reported plans to combine menswear and
womenswear and make collections available immediately after the show from Sep-
tember 2016, whilst Tom Ford announced his AW16 collection would be shown in

intimate appointments during NYFW and a combined menswear and womenswear
AW16 show would be held in September with the collection available straight there-
after.

Fashion brands have argued the advantages, with Coach chief executive Victor Luis
stating how the new initiative will “help cut down on the number of copies.. and put

the power back in the hands of the brands”. The imme-
diacy also means collections are more relevant to the time
they’re being shown; rather than seeing a Spring Summer
2017 collection in 2016 that wouldn’t be available until
months later when probably forgotten. In terns of profit,
Henry Holland has maintained that he saw a “surge on his
e-commerce platform” as parts of his collection was in-
stantly available. On the other hand, the question remains

whether manufacturers will be able to handle the demands of designers and deliver
the high end quality? As well as the possible dangerous impact on smaller brands as
they could struggle to keep up with deadlines and with a consumer focus what would
happen to the role of the editors, press, and their exclusivity?

No matter how you think of the changes, it’s undeniable the consumer is paramount
and effects of a more digital world with social media has massively impacted an often
stubborn and resistant fashion industry.

[Rukaiyah Dadhiwala]

Fast Forward Fashion

“ There is no more thinking
time. And I don’t want to do

collections where I’m not
thinking.” - Raf Simons

[Image: Jason Lloyd Evans]
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It seems rather a waste of words to outline the plot of Burr Steers‘ new film Pride and
Prejudice and Zombies, simply because this film is really nothing more or less than
what it says on the tin: it is Pride and Prejudice with zombies inserted at opportune
moments. The climax of the film replaces the elopement of Lydia and Wickham with
kidnap and zombie hordes, but I found myself wishing that Steers had treated the
original text with far less reverence. Most noticeably though, the primary fault of the
film is that it can’t decide if it wants to be a romantic tale of 18th century courtship
or a zombie slasher flick.

As someone who loves both Jane Austen and zombie films - not a phrase I get to
write very often - I had a vague, and probably foolish, hope for Pride and Prejudice
and Zombies. I wanted it to work for the sake of the shear incongruity of the idea.
The film manages the drawing room scenes and polite conversation adequately, but
fails with the zombies. Steers does not seem to have grasped the fact that no one likes
it when you mess with the established trope of the undead. Zombies shuffle and eat
brains, sometimes they run but they do not talk and they do not plan strategic attacks
on London. Instead of groaning, flesh eating corpses, the audience is forced to endure
semi-decayed, yet still chatty, aristocrats. The film attempts to raise some questions
about class division; the rich hide in their stately homes, while the poor are left to die
and rise again. However, as the protagonist belongs to the upper classes the message

that is conveyed is ‘let them rot’, in more ways than one.

On a positive note, Lily James and Sam Riley give strong performances, both phys-
ically and verbally, as the sparring Elizabeth and Darcy. Matt Smith is surprisingly
funny as the bumbling Mr Collins and Sally Philips also brings comedy to her role as
Mrs Bennet. The transformation of the character Lady Catherine de Bourgh to an eye-
patch wearing, sword swinging Lena Hedley makes very little sense however, both in
regards to the original text and to the plot of the film. It was also impossible to ignore
the fact that Douglas Booth’s hair would look more at home in a boyband than in a
stately home.

The question I was left with when I left the cinema was ‘why’? Firstly, why did I waste
an hour and a half of my life on this? And secondly, why was this film made in the first
place? Did we learn nothing from Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter? Sure, it’s fun
to watch Elizabeth Bennet and Mr Darcy work out their sexual tension through hand
to hand combat, but Pride and Prejudice and Zombies really brings nothing new to
Jane Austen or to zombies. All I can say is that I hope Sense and Sensibility and Sea
Monsters is the period drama/horror mashup masterpiece we’re all waiting for.

[Xa Rodger]

[Image: Lionsgate]

Pride and Prejudice and Zombies: Is
Jane Austen Spinning In Her Grave?

Film

The Oscars: Editor’s Predictions
It‘s that time again: Oscars season. The season where all the best films of the year are
pitted against one another in the awards ceremony to end all awards ceremonies, a
gathering set to celebrate the crème de la crème of the film industry and their achiev-
ments over the past year. As long as they‘re white that is. Will Leo be overlooked yet
again? Will Jennifer Lawrence fall over? Will John Travolta tragically mispronounce
even more names?

All will be revealed on Sunday 28th, at the 88th Academy Awards. But, for now, here
are the editor‘s predictions.

Best Actor:
In a tough category, it looks like the battle for the top spot will be between Matt
Damon for The Martian, and Leonardo DiCaprio for The Revenant. Eddie Redmayne
looks unlikely to repeat last year‘s success, when he won for TheTheory of Everything,
and both Brian Cranston and Michael Fassbender have taken a backseat awards-wise
so far this year - Leo has been clearing up at each ceremony, with Damon close be-
hind.
Could win - Matt Damon
Winner - Leonardo DiCaprio (at long last)

Best Actress:
With Brie Larson being lauded the world over for her role in Room, and both Saoirse

Ronan and Cate Blanchett praised for their acting in Brooklyn
and Carol, this is a category saturated with talent. C
Rampling received indie kudos for 45 Years, but her i
atory comments about #OscarsSoWhite will surely
dented her chances at a win. Jennifer Lawrence has
largely overlooked at the preceeding awards, so I d
that she‘ll be leaving the Oscars with a statue.
Could win - Cate Blanchett
Winner - Brie Larson

Best Picture:
This is a category that is truly up for grabs, with all 8
the running being worthy of recognition. But one of t
to win, and I for one don‘t envy the people having to
the choice in this category. I‘d really like Brooklyn to
the top spot, but in the end, both The Revenant and T
Martian have been gathering awards left right and ce
tre, and probably won‘t stop at the Oscars.
Could win - The Martian
Winner - The Revenant

[Hannah Tomes]
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How To Be Single: Far More
Progressive Than Expected

When I sat down to watch How to Be Single I was expecting to be vaguely enter-
tained: to laugh a bit, ‘aww‘ a few times, leave the cinema chirpy and then promptly
forget everything that happened as it meerged into every other trashy film ever in my
memory. But I was pleasantly surprised; I’m still kind of surprised now. Don’t get me
wrong, this is not the cleverest or most arrtsy or deepest film you will ever see. But it’s
definitely above average.

We meet whimsical but mildly annoyiing Alice (Dakota Johnson) taking a ‘break’
from her also a bit dappy, also mildly annnoying boyfriend Josh (Nicholas Braun) be-
cause she wants to learn who she is on heer own. Moving to the big city Alice embarks
on a whirlwind, independent woman fucckfest aided and abetted by new BFF Robin
(RebelWilson) and her Doctor sister Megg (Leslie Mann).We’re also swiftly introduced
to Lucy (Alison Brie) who’s clever as fuck but obsessed with finding love, and commit-
ment-phobic-and-proud Tom (Anders Hoolm). At this point you think you can see the
trajectory of the plot; everyone will get ssome, everyone will have a deep emotional
moment and then everyone will politely couple off into their relationships and socie-
ty will be returned to blissful normal withh
no brash promiscuous women runningg
around expecting to have it all.

But this is where How to Be Single stops
conforming. It has happy endings that turnn
out not to be happy endings at all, they’ree
just part of the many ups and downs oof
life. It has women who genuinely valuee
their careers and their independence oveer
relationships. It has men who are are prii-
mary care givers and proudly so. One oof the main love interests is black. Women
do not automatically keel over when meen declare their love. Not once are women
judged for having sex, or careers, or children, or all of the above. And, crucially, not
everyone ends up in a couple. The main lesson learnt here really is about how to be
single, how to depend on yourself and hoow to develop as an individual. And its great.
Because although I am a total sucker foor cheap crappy romcoms with happy end-

inggs; they are 100%, grade-A bullshit.
I’mm tired of them, and after decades of
relentless socialisation I could probably
vomm up gender stereotypes and confet-
ti. If we keep absorbing this crap where
woomen are only ever finally happy be-
cauuse they’ve ‘tied down’ a man then
thaats what we’ll keep aiming for in life
andd, surprise surprise, its not actually a
reccipe for a life well-lived.

Iddeally I want to see more films about
women pursuing their dreams like Joy or excelling at their careers unapologetically
like, er maybe Meryl Streep in Devil Wears Praada but even that‘s a stretch. I want
women like Jessica Jones on the big screen as mmuch as their male counterparts and
I want it to be so commonplace that no-one evven notices. But actually, for a gener-
ation raised on disney princesses and Bridget Joones, the importance of a film where
a woman doesn‘t end up with a man, and is still happy, cannot be underestimated.

It’s not that this film is flawless - it’s pretty whitewashed and completely heteronor-
mative; Johnson is at times quite dull to watch aand Rebel Wilson’s Robin is indistin-
guishable from her Fat Amy in Pitch Perfect, Jaanice in What to Expect When You’re
Expecting or Daphne in A Few Best Men (although I find her funny every time). The
filming is clearly meant to be more artsy than it maybe achieves and the characters
are, as per, unrealistically beautiful and seem to have endless supplies of money. It
is not some giant radical leap for feminism. But it does take female characters who
should have been standard for years and make them the norm. And, on a final note,
there’s also something about a woman gyrating on a packed dance floor, wearing
a dress with an LED arrow pointing at her crottch that is its own wonderful kind of
empowering.

[Rachel King]

[Image: Warner Bros Pictures]

“The main lesson
learnt here really is
about how to be sin-
gle, how to depend

on yourself and how
to develop as an

individual.”

“We can’t keep
absorbing this crap

where women are
only ever finally

happy when they’ve
‘tied down’ a man. ”

The trailer promiseed a sex crazed, girl power, easy-to-watch chickk flick.
And, to be fair, it tottally was. But it was an actually good sex crazed, girl
power, easy-to-watchh chick flick.



There aren’t many contemporary dance companies outside of London who make
it to thirty-five years. So, it’s with some credibility that Phoenix Dance Theatre can
claim to be ‘the national contemporary dance company of the north’, and celebrate
their thirty-fifth year in style with a triple bill, running for three nights at the West
Yorkshire Playhouse. Part of the reason for Phoenix’s longevity is their ability to
draw a variety of audiences to a performance art often found lacking in contempo-
rary programmes. As the lights go down in the Playhouse’s largest auditorium, it’s
clear that people of all ages, genders and backgrounds are eager to see what this
exciting, diverse company has to offer.

The evening’s opening piece, Melt, is a thrilling study in the elements of fire and
water and, despite the programme advising the audience not to ‘delve too hard
to discover what it’s about’, there is a clear motif of disintegration throughout.
Choreographer and Artistic Director Sharon Watson’s decision to incorporate tra-
pezes and ropes into the dance makes for an exciting visual spectacle. The danc-
ers wrap themselves in the dangling ropes and, with effective pace, transfer their
weight to create a human pendulum. These scenes are at their most poignant when
performed as duets, the intertwining of dancers never seeming clumsy. In fact,
it’s Watson’s skill for cross-choreographing the duets in the air with simultaneous
duets on the ground that creates the piece’s climax, urging a stunned audience to
consider the weight our grounded partnerships can often hold. Melt’s effectiveness
is certainly enhanced by the music, all lifted from Wild Beasts’ debut album ‘Two
Dancers’; it’s easy to see how the music aids this touching piece.

It’s music that’s at the heart of the following piece, Undivided Loves, the latest
offering from choreographer Kate Flatt, which features the jazz-tinged world music
of Adriano Adewale, who joins the dancers onstage to perform additional percus-
sion parts. Admittedly, the narrative of Undivided Loves is more obvious, the piece
being directly inspired by five Shakespearian sonnets, yet Flatt’s translation of the
written word into movement is a refreshing one. We witness the classic themes
of love, duplicity and betrayal through a series of duets and solos, with a stand-
out performance from Marie-Astrid Mence. Mence’s dream sequence is the piece’s
most beautiful scene, with Mence, en-pointe, circling her lover as he sleeps, the
repeated patterns lulling the audience into true appreciation.

Until.With/Out.Enough really is a finale; Israeli choreographer Itzik Galili is
known for his deft explorations of the mind’s interior spaces, and ensemble sec-
tions that see dancers fleeing from the visually jarring huddle at centre stage is a
moving reminder of the transience of thought. There are moments of confusion –
the energy is cut suddenly by the arrival of a single white balloon, walked slowly
across the stage – but these generally add to the fray which Galili creates. Energy,
intimacy and tension prevail in this compelling conclusion.

Phoenix Dance Theatre complete an evening that is, at heart, a successful show-
case. But it is testament to the company’s commitment to the highest standards of
dance as well grassroots access to the arts, that tonight’s performance was not just
a showcase of their own work, but of the capabilities of independent arts organisa-
tions all over the North.

[Will Reece-Arnold]

Phoenix Dance Theatre:
Thrilling Contemporary
Dance

Dance Dance Exposé
Presents Seven

[Image: Tyron Louw]

The annual Dance Exposé showcase is renowned for its slick and professional finish,
and this year’s edition was no different. With seven distinct acts, each covering one of
the seven deadly sins, this conceptual piece was gripping from start to finish.

The initial impression was powerful – with a really effective forest background set,
representing the Garden of Eden, the combination of projection and installation was
beautiful. Being the first production to be staged in the Refectory, I have no doubt that
there were technical difficulties, but none of these were obvious to the audience, and
it actually worked incredibly well as a venue. Having the stage at a lower level than
the Riley Smith Hall meant that those in the front row didn’t have to strain their necks,
and the audience were able to get a broader view of all those onstage. The only draw-
back with this was that the dances that included floor work were not as effective as
they were in the Riley Smith, because they were slightly too low, so those towards the
back of the auditorium struggled to see.

The opening of the show featured fourth year Grace Baylis as Eve, being taken over by
the sins, symbolised by different coloured handkerchiefs. The whole company joined
the stage in different coloured masks, with different colours for the different sins, and
it was a very strong initial image. Each section began with a solo dance backed by a
projection of the pre-recorded shadow of the dancer. Occasionally this fell out of sync,
but it was an innovative tool nonetheless, and it had a great overall effect. It showed
the clear long-standing collaboration between Dance Exposé and Backstage Society,
who worked incredibly well together during this production. One particular solo of
note was Sam Ellis’ solo. Tap dance is always a crowd-pleaser, but no more so than in
this. It was unaccompanied, thus very exposed, but her technique was so strong, that
the rhythm and drive was therefore created by the dance itself.

“Seven” featured so much content, and it was well structured and organised so there
was a clear narrative arc flowing through the production. Our attention was also main-
tained throughout by the fact that the dances were kept short, so there was no time
to fade out. The only element of the structure that felt a little stilted was the use of
clips of music in between the dances – although this was obviously necessary for the
outrageous number of quick changes, it did get a little repetitive with some songs, so
they would have done better using different parts of the same song to not feel so static.

But what we all came for was the dance, and it did not disappoint. One of the most
memorable pieces was the award-winning duet between Liv Khan and Lynton Wil-
liams, entitled Ego. At moments they mirrored one another’s movements but in their
slightly differing styles, perfectly reflecting the subject matter. The dynamic between
them was incredible, and all I regretted was that there weren’t more duets in the show.
It was a real shame that their phrases were broken with audience members shouting
out, which is particularly difficult in a subtle, intimate dance like this, but Khan and
Williams continued magnificently.

This piece stood out particularly, because generally the contemporary numbers were
not as hard-hitting as the high-energy hip-hop dances. This mostly was as a result of the
blank faces of some of the dancers in these numbers, and sometimes there was a lack
of consistency in facial expressions, so it was unclear what the mood of the piece was.
It was sometimes unclear what the dance symbolised as a result of this.

This was never a problem in the hip-hop numbers, particularly in one of the most
well received pieces of the night, Royals. It perfectly reflected the theme of “gluttony”
with fabulously decadent costumes, and unlike some of the other numbers, they used
every corner of the stage in new ways. The lighting used was intensely dark purple and
gold, with strobe effects, so only the outlines of the dancers were visible. It all added
to the over-the-top image, and the choreography only added further to this. Created by
Grace Baylis, Liv Khan, Elisa Menendez and Ciara Tully, it was obvious to anyone that
they had had so much fun choreographing and performing it. However, a slightly dis-
appointing number again followed this, which was not together and the choreography
was uninteresting in comparison to the creativity of Royals.

Nearly every dance deserves recognition, because there were so many hard-hitting,
powerful numbers. Although there were obviously some weaker dances, the overall ef-
fect was so strong that these were forgotten about. The fourth year dancers deserve par-
ticular recognition, because their contribution was obvious throughout every dance,
and they really will be a loss to the society. Exposé and Backstage have yet again
delivered the goods, and it was a great evening for all.

[Freya Parr]



Theatre Group made a bold move in taking on Caryl Churchill’s Love and Informa-
tion.With over a hundred characters and reportedly more than sixty individual scenes
and no real discernable narrative, it’s not the most accessible text to put on stage, and
well, it can result in a case of information overload.

Each small scene or vignette offers a snap shot of human nature and human life,
where love and information are constantly merging and clashing. Scenes vary from
a couple struggling to remember the key points and memories of their affair, to one
woman becoming emotional when witnessing an earthquake in the news while the
man sat next her remains distant and desensitized. Too much information, too little
love. Churchill spirals through all walks of life and all sorts of bizarre scenarios with a
dizzying speed, but the message from TG is clear; information, often overwhelming,
can only be softened and made bearable by love and support from others.

The disjointed nature of the play and often-obscure meaning could have presented
a challenge, but Theatre Group stay atop of all of this in their production. The quick
fire scenes were smoothly executed and the ensemble cast kept the energy going
through all of them, making sure that there was never a scene that dropped the pace
or turned the audience off. It was also frequently funny: a scene where a man impress-
es his date with the word for ‘table’ in numerous languages elicited a lot of laughter
from the audience, and in other places the humour was deftly undercut by the more
central themes of the play. When a man proclaimed he’d found the love of his life,

sighing that ‘she’s beautiful… she understands me’, only for his friend to point out that
he’s talking about a virtual character and not an actual woman, the audience laughed
– but it hit just the right note between being funny and also telling of our modern
infatuation with technology, perhaps over real human connection.

Some slightly awkward slow dancing aside, the cast were all very convincingg in
each of their flash roles, and whilst there was a tendency for some of the characteers to
blend together when played by the same actor, its fairly understandable in a plaayy with
over 100 of them anyway, and some very nifty and quick costume changess helped
the audience differentiate. It would be almost pointless to try and isolate aany of the
cast to comment on: all of them were very strong and almost every singglle member
was at one point alone on stage, holding their own. The Banham provedd to be a per-
fect venue, the small stage a perfectly neutral, intimate space that theyy transformed
with the simple addition of tables and chairs, blankets and sheets whhen the scenes
required that extra bit of fleshing out. The sound clips played over sscene transitions,
varying from the sound of human breathing to instantly recognisabblle sound bites like
the Twentieth Century Fox opening theme, helped add to the univversal themes of the
play. Love and Information was a small production, and with onnly ten cast members
could have been a challenge, but director Charlotte Everest aannd the rest of the team
delivered a perfectly executed quirky piece of contemporary theatre.

[Heather Nash]
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TG Take On Love and Information

The back streets of the student inhabited Hyde Park provides the ideal setting for the
firstOpen House Exhibitions event. A student run, hosted and exhibited art show from
four artists, three from our very own Leeds University, MeganWillis, Freddie Hill and
Gev Barton and from City and Guild college in London, Annie Fiddian-Green. Forms,
Figures and Fantasy was an exciting opening to a new platform for students to show
their work in an informal space, breaking the limits of a typical gallery.

From 4pm until 10pm, a basement room on Regent Park Terrace was open to the
public to view the work of these local, up-and-coming artists. The soundtrack to the
event was provided by DJs from the Leeds-based, student run nights Nørd and Loop
Hole. Peers and friends came to soak up the artsy vibes, have a few drinks and share
ideas.

Freddie Hill (studying graphic design at University of Leeds) displayed hand painted
works fed through digital software, creating humorous and characterful images. An-
nie Fiddian-Green, who studies Fine Art at City and Guild in London, was inspired
by the album covers of Jimi Hendrix and the band Love, depicted figurative work as
she prefers to work from life, using colour and bold lines. This created an explosive
aesthetic with a graphic element. Work from Fine Art student, Gev Barton, merged
people with the subconscious to evoke a sense memory and the surreal. Megan Wil-
lis, another Fine Art student, displayed her work from a project in which she created

3D-representations of fantastical approaches ttoo everyday situations and interactions,
creating a surreal image of normal instances.

The event organiser, Robin Brignall, spokke about the exhibition and what is coming
next for Open House Exhibitions: “Primaarily I just wanted to offer a space for people
to show their work in an alternative art sspace where you can break the rules of normal
gallery showing. Even if its just friennds now, a place where students can approach
me and show me their work, and thhen from there I can formulate a collection. That’s
exactly what I did for Forms, Figguures and Fantasy. I contacted about ten artists in
Leeds, asked to see examples of tthheir best work or just pieces they would be happy to
exhibit, and from there, came uup with the theme. The aim is to unite all these artists
together so they themselves ccan contact other artists and eventually everyone could
put on their own shows - buuiild a community where everyone can work together and
bounce off each others creeativity.“

This exciting student fforum is still in its infancy, the anti-institutional attitude pro-
moted by Brignall leavves much room for creativity in the future. If you would like to
get involved, or wouulld like to find out more about what events are on next, contact
Open House Exhibiitions via their Facebook page.

[Georgie Parkinsson]

Success for First Open House Exhibitiion



In preparation for XCOM 2, I went back to
2012’s XCOM: Enemy Unknown to try the
apparently canonical ‘Impossible’ difficulty
one more time. Unsurprisingly, the first
mission ended how it usually does. By turn
five, Rookie Harry Turner, faced with the
deaths of his three comrades at the hands
of the aliens, panics. The random number
generator decrees that this requires him to
run out into the open, and immediately get
gunned down by overwatch fire. I’ve lost the
mission. But hey, that’s XCOM.

It comes as no surprise that Enemy
Unknown’s sequel is built on these failures.
XCOM 2 takes place twenty years after the
war to defend the Earth in XCOM: Enemy
Unknown, and yes, it’s a world in which the
Commander - read: the player - lost the war.
Having won, probably because of soldiers
like Harry Turner, the aliens proceed to set
up shop as humanity’s shadowy overlords,
and it’s up to the remains of XCOM to stop
them and take back what’s left of the Earth.
Their first step? Risk everything on rescuing
the Commander, when they’re the reason
they lost the war in the first place. What could
possibly go wrong this time around?

Having now played through almost all of the
game, I can confirm: lots can gowrong. It’s still
XCOM, and soldiers die left and right to the
wide variety of alien types and abilities you’re
up against. But damn, if it isn’t enjoyable.
XCOM 2 delivers a slick, refined version of
the gameplay from Enemy Unknown, with
more options, customisation, strategies and
big, badass weaponry. This depth doesn’t

change the pace of combat; if anything, the
tactical combat is now faster paced than
ever, with many missions being timed based
on a variety of objectives. This has been a
divisive move on behalf of developers Firaxis,
but I’ve personally been enjoying the high-
risk nature of the timed missions in XCOM
2. Procedurally generated maps and a large
number of mission types means that not only
does the gameplay stay fresh, but it prevents
the player from using the same old rinse-and-
repeat strategies. To balance this, combat has
been made marginally more forgiving, with
soldiers being far more likely to be injured
rather than killed outright (though the latter is
still very much a possibility).

The game is far from perfect, though.
Many of the bugs and glitches present in the
previous game are not just present in XCOM
2, but have been exacerbated. Be prepared for
awkward camera-hangs, line-of-sight issues,
aliens shooting through walls, and cover that
explodes for no reason. It will be frustrating
at times, and until the game is better patched,
I recommend against playing on Ironman
mode, where you can’t reload earlier save
games.

I do recommend you play it right now,
however. Dice will be rolled, soldiers will die,
and at times you’ll want to tear your hair out
all over again. But then, as the old saying goes:
that’s XCOM. So good luck, Commander, the
time has come to reclaim our world.

[John Craige]

X-COM 2: How the
War was Lost

Video Games
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When it was announced that HBO would be bringing Vinyl – the brainchild
of Mick Jagger and Martin Scorsese – to our screens this February, the blo-
gosphere went into meltdown. Vinyl tells the story of Richie Finestra, played
by Bobby Cannavale, a 1970s record executive, struggling to keep his label
afloat in the corrupt and competitive world of the New York music industry.
As the product of Scorsese, the director of block-busting films such as The
Wolf of Wall Street and Taxi Driver, and Jagger, a veritable giant of rock and
roll and industry legend, it was set to be a sensation.

However, despite the hype, the ratings were considerably underwhelming.
The Independent reported that the show “fell flat”, as only 764,000 viewers
tuned in, as opposed to the 2.3 million that were drawn to HBO by True
Detective. So why were these figures so disappointing? The same Independ-
ent article suggested that this may have been due to timing, as Vinyl aired at
the same time as the mid-season premiere of The Walking Dead on AMC. Yet
the answer may lie elsewhere: the Guardian somewhat critically labelled the
show as “culture porn”, due to its depiction of the high-octane sex-drugs-
and-rock-n-roll lifestyle.

The first episode hits hard from the off, encompassing all the drama that can
be expected from this setting; private jets, nervous breakdowns, and even
murder. Scorsese and Jagger have made sure to tick every box in bringing
us a gritty yet lavish account of the era. However, it seems that this intensity
comes at the expense of subtlety. In a scene where “sandwich girl” Jaime
Vine, played by Juno Temple, dishes out drugs from her desk drawer to a
young industry executive played by Jack Quaid, it is almost painfully obvious
what kind of industry setting Scorsese and Jagger are trying to depict.

The Guardian also criticises Vinyl for its “caricatures” of real-life artists such
as Led Zeppelin’s Robert Plant, who is painted as a kind of one-dimensional
rocker stereotype, as well as the fact that the show seems to have tried to
tack-on racial issues through the storyline of “Little” Jimmy Little, a black
blues singer being forced to perform disco in order to become a big industry
artist.

However, there is no denying that the show brings an exciting and very
watchable story. The fact that Vinyl was co-created by one of the Rolling
Stones (and incidentally, stars his son, James Jagger) seems to provide an air
of authenticity, and with it a sense of reliability, since we can assume that
Jagger’s insight is as good as, if not better than any on the true nature of the
1970s music scene, even if it has been exaggerated for audience entertain-
ment.

Nonetheless, Vinyl provides just what you would expect of a rock-and-roll
drama, catapulting its viewers at high velocity through the extreme highs and
spiralling lows of a volatile and corrupt industry; we can only wait and see
if the quality of the storyline will reflect the intensity with which it is told.

[Fiona Willmott]

Vinyl: It’s Only
Rock & Roll

TV
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It is apparent after the first episode of Fox’s new crime drama American Crime Story:
The People v. OJ Simpson that the audience is definitely supposed to be on the side
of The People; Simpson is clearly not the protagonist. After OJ’s ex-wife and her new
partner are murdered, Simpson becomes the prime suspect in a murder investigation
that will eventually lead to arguably the most controversial ‘not guilty’ verdicts of all
time.

Cuba Gooding Jr. gives a terrific performance as the eponymous character, leaving
the audience uncomfortable, suspicious and shifting in their seats. David Schwimmer
makes a fantastic return to the limelight as OJ’s defence attorney and confidante Rob-
ert Kardashian (yes, the same Kardashian), giving a stellar performance as a man who
refuses to believe that his closest friend is capable of such an act. American Horror
Story’s Sarah Paulson steals the show, however, as head prosecution attorney Marcia
Clark, a strong woman fixated on delivering the sentence Simpson deserves. Talent is
not sparse.

The first episode opens with the infamous footage of the brutal beating of Rodney
King at the hands of several LAPD officers in 1991, followed by a montage of the LA
Riots that came about as a result of the mistreatment of this person of colour. From
the offset, you are aware that this will be a series about much more than OJ Simpson.
The series’ commentary on police treatment of people of colour is just as applicable
to 2016 as it is to the 90s setting. It’s near-impossible to watch the show without be-

ing reminded of the numerous cases of unarmed people of colour killed at the hands
of police officers in the past few years. As Sterling K. Brown’s character Christopher
Darden so eloquently puts it: ‘it’s funny how many black folk get shot in the back
while charging towards police officers’. This statement brings to mind the shooting of
unarmed black teenager Mike Brown in 2014 who was shot 6 times by a police officer
for the apparent theft of some skittles; the officer who killed him was suspended with
pay and not indicted. America the beautiful, eh?

Because Gooding Jr. gives such a good performance, he portrays Simpson as a some-
what sympathetic man; there are moments in which the question ‘Did he really do it?’
comes to mind. Of course, Simpson was a man who had had the police called 8 times
on him by his ex-wife concerning abusive behaviour towards her, and who is currently
serving a 33-year sentence for 10 charges including kidnapping and assault, so it’s not
a question of did he do it, it’s a question of how did he get away with it? This series is
not a whodunit, it’s a hedunit.

The People v. OJ Simpson is certain to deliver in the coming episodes. The fantastic
cast is sure to be on top form and the build up to the infamous trial is sure to be thrill-
ing, but the commentary on the flawed American justice system that will come is sure
to be far more gripping.

[Charlie Green]

The People v. OJ Simpson: Not Whodunit, but
Hedunit

I can’t help but imagine what it must have been like to have sat in on the meeting
where it was decided to throw almost all of Charles Dickens’ characters together and
create an EastEnders whodunit style soap opera. This is exactly what has preoccupied
BBC One for the past few months, with scriptwriter Tony Jordan (one of the minds
behind a certain London based serial that may or may not have been previously
mentioned) laden with the task of bringing iconic Dickens characters and storylines
to a modern audience.

The first episode aired on Boxing Day, filled with great promise and lashings of
Christmas un-cheer. The fog-filled streets of Victorian London were the perfect
authentic home for the prequel to some of Dickens’ best work, with a star studded
cast to provide some very thoughtful and witty line one liners. Creating such a script
is an endeavour that shouldn’t be overlooked, as Jordan’s scope of the Dickensian
world with its intricate details is a marvel in itself, and that’s before applauding the
impressive character development of not only the major characters, but especially
those in more minor roles. Pauline Collins is impressive as Mrs Gamp, harbouring
some of the more humorous scenarios, constantly hunting for her next beverage –
preferably one with with a tipple of gin.

So far, so good. But with each week introducing a variety of new characters from
all ends of the Dickens book shelf, it’s easy to get mixed up in who’s who instead of
focusing on their part in the programme. Characters often drop off the scene to make
way for the new, and without the BBC supplying a ‘handy cheats guide’ of names and
faces it would have been easy to be completely lost into confusion. Because of this,
plots often became undetected and uninteresting. By the time we discovered who

the the real killer of Jacob Marley was in episode seventeen, it had lost its suspense.

With each instalment supplied twice a week in two measly half hour doses, I couldn’t
have been the only one left thinking please, sir, can we have some more? The twenty
chapters could have easily been condensed into ten weekly episodes; I doubt many
of the original viewers from December stayed around to watch the greatly anticipated
wedding (or abandoned wedding) this far into February.

We were left hanging on until the final throws of the last episode to witness the
jilted bride who would soon become the wealthy witch of Satis House. Left screaming
and sobbing in her wedding dress, you can almost see the cobwebs form around her
at the extravagant dinner table. It’s hard to imagine that the vivacious Amelia will
become the emotionless Miss Havisham, but inescapably she will; the series is set
not to change the fate of the characters, but to see how they got there. And perhaps
that’s the source of enjoyment, to imagine the former lives of the names we know and
love so well.

As the Artful Dodger leads away a very familiar and unassuming orphan, expertly
cast as the adorable Leonardo Dickens, we already see the possibility of a sequel,
something which is yet to be confirmed or denied by the BBC. Although the outcome
of the characters is inevitable within the pages of Dickens, the finale is just the
beginning to a new world of literary possibility.

[Emma Bowden]

Dickensian: Too Great An Expectation?
[Image: BBC]
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Roald Dahl was a literary magician, celebrated for his children’s classics
and dark-humoured short stories for adults. His books have become timeless
additions to bookshelves the world over, treasured by children and adults alike.
As the centenary of Dahl’s birth, 2016 is set to be a jam-packed celebration
of all things Dahl: embark on a voyage through ‘The Wondercrump World of
Roald Dahl’ at the Southbank Centre; enhance your vocabulary with The Oxford
Roald Dahl Dictionary; and join the party on Roald Dahl Day (September 13th),
pitched as “the biggest ever global celebration of Roald Dahl’s birthday” by
organisers.

Born in Llandaff, Wales, to Norwegian parents, Dahl’s childhood would later
colour his fictional worlds: his love of chocolate was the premise for Charlie and
the Chocolate Factory; his years of misery at St Peter’s boarding school were
exposed in Boy: Tales of Childhood. Before he became a successful children’s
author, Dahl served as a fighter pilot with the Royal Air Force in the Second
World War; having attained five aerial victories throughout his wartime career,
he qualified as a flying ace. With the exception of Shot Down Over Libya, an
anecdotal tale about his time in the RAF, Dahl did not explicitly write about
his military exploits, although implicit references playing upon stereotypes of
military personnel can be seen in a number of his characters, notably Miss
Trunchbull from Matilda.

Dahl’s humour, wit and wordplay work harmoniously, creating stories with
universal appeal. As a child, my father read me The Enormous Crocodile on an
almost weekly basis at a local café; years later, it remains a story that makes me
smile. The first story to be illustrated by Quentin Blake, The Enormous Crocodile
sets itself apart from other Dahl books. The protagonist is the eponymous
Enormous Crocodile who tries his hand – or rather, tail – at being a picnic bench,
a see-saw and a seat on a merry-go-round in his desperate attempt to find a
“nice juicy little child” for his lunch, and gets his comeuppance in a hilarious,
though child-like, way. Dahl’s ability to not just tell stories but show them, from
a child’s perspective of the world, is arguably what makes his tales so endearing.

Whilst Dahl’s own original stories cannot be faulted, his mastery of rhyme
and ability to create side-splitting humour makes Revolting Rhymes arguably
one of his best, though lesser-known, works. Revolting Rhymes is a collection
of fairytales, reworked into verse, and complete with alternative – and entirely
unpredictable – endings: in short, hilarious parodies which outshine the happily
ever after nonsense of the traditional fairy tale world. Of the six stories, ‘Little
Red Riding Hood and the Wolf’ is, hands-down, my favourite. I remember
performing it with a friend in primary school, in fits of giggles over the ending.
Spoiler: Red Riding Hood – in feminist form – “whips a pistol from her knickers”,
shoots the wolf and makes off with a wolfskin coat. Dahl’s magic comes under
many guises, and there truly is no better time to rediscover it.

[Rosemary Maher]

Books
Roald Dahl: The
Real BFG

Created by Judd Apatow, Love is a satirical, quirky, imperfect representation of modern-
day relationships. Perhaps in some ways comparable another Netflix original,Master of
None starring Aziz Ansari, it seeks to create an authentic, glamour-free portrayal of love
in the 21st century. Apatow is known for his satirical humour, lack of censure and long-
winded storylines, and perhaps Netflix offers him the ultimate space to be able to bring
this to his audiences.

The premise of the show seemed a little too predictable to me at first; two polar
opposite characters get together in an unlikely turn of events and we are there to witness
the unravelling of their romance. And yet, the series surprised me. Not only do the
characters only meet at the end of the first 40+ minute episode – they don’t even spend
much time together during the course of the season. In fact, the audience is invited
to see their lives develop separately, in a ‘one step forward, two steps back’ manner,
making us wonder whether they will end up together, of whether they are actually not
destined for Love at all.

Gillian Jacobs’ Mickey seems to be an extension of her Community character, Britta.
She is a bit of a trainwreck, going from hate-sex with her coke-addict ex-boyfriend to
taking too many drugs and driving around in her car. She is on a path of self-destruction
and it is unclear why, but yet beneath all that she is caring, kind, and unable to give up
her search for happiness.

Gus (played by Paul Rust) is a geeky type aspiring writer who works as an on-set tutor
but yet still hopeful to kickstart his career as a screenwriter. At the start of the season,
he is dumped by his long-term girlfriend due to him being “too nice” and he struggles to
get over the breakup. We almost begin to see him as the typical nice-guy, the antithesis
to Jacobs’ Mickey – and yet he isn’t quite so perfect.

Neither of the characters are the perfect models of ‘good’ or ‘bad’ – they are
simultaneously likeable and unlikeable, and our opinion of them changes as the show
goes on. They seem real, and their lack of a ‘meet-cute’ first encounter emphasizes this.

Their first meeting happens after a sleepless, guilt and drug/alcohol filled night, in a
local corner shop. Mickey wants coffee and cigarettes but is unable to pay for them. Gus
offers to pay, and we are unsure whether he does this out of the kindness of his heart or
because he is unable to carry on watching the argument between her and the cashier.
They then proceed to spend the day together hot-boxing her car and driving around
LA. There is no straightforward attraction or romantic allusions – but it still works due
to the chemistry of the two actors. This sets the tone for the rest of the show – a quirky,
mismatched set of charismatic characters just getting by in LA. What the series doesn’t
achieve in its storyline, it makes up for in a sense of humour and lack of pretense. Now
that the whole season is on Netflix, you have yet another excuse to spend your weekend
shamelessly binge-watching the show.

[Sofia Dedyukhina]

Love: Enough To
Melt Your Heart

[Image: Netflix]



Food

The Well-Fed Student:
Smoothie Bowls
Smoothie bowls are one of my favourite breakfasts: they’re basically like a fruity ice

cream/soup. they taste like a dessert but you don’t get the sick feeling that comes after
a bowl of actual ice cream, and they are full of goodness to give you a morning glow.
If I’m honest, though, smoothie bowls are my go-to breakfast for when I’m hungover
– they are cold and refreshing, and you feel like you are filling yourself with vitamins
to counteract all the toxins in your bloodstream.

You might have seen smoothie bowls before, possibly on Instagram, where they are
a favourite of health food bloggers. You can make them in all kinds of exciting colours
depending on what you put in them, and top them with fruit and various super foods
to make them look like a work of art – they’reguaranteed to rake in the likes. They
taste great on their own, but I usually leave some banana slices to put on top, and
sprinkle on some nuts, seeds, dried fruit and sometimes some granola if I have some.

Here is my budget-friendly smoothie bowl recipe, complete with two portions of
fruit, and topping suggestions below.

Ingredients
1 large banana
¾ mug of frozen berries
1 tablespoon of peanut butter/almond butter
¼ mug of liquid – I would usually go for almond milk or coconut milk, but juice,
coconut water, cow milk or even just water can work well too.

Instructions
[1] Put ¾ of the banana in a blender (saving a quarter to have on top), and add the
frozen berries, nut butter and liquid. It will blend up better if you ensure that the
banana is nearest the blade.
[2] Blend!
[3] Pour into a bowl and artfully place slices of the remaining quarter of banana on
top, along with your other topping choices…

Topping suggestions
A sprinkle of nuts and seeds.
More fruit; frozen or fresh berries, sliced kiwi, satsuma segments.
Dried fruit eg. Raisins, dried apricots, mango or goji berries.
70+% cocoa dark chocolate, chopped (contains antioxidants and is mildly caffeinated),
or even cacao nibs (bits of the raw cocoa bean – tastes like incredibly dark chocolate).
Another spoonful of nut butter (for extra protein and good fats).
Coconut flakes or desiccated coconut.
Granola/muesli.

Additional smoothie bowl ingredients
Once you’ve gained some confidence in smoothie bowl construction, you might want
to spice it up a bit. Try adding a teaspoon of ground cinnamon or ginger, or a drop of
vanilla essence. If you want to invest in a ‘superfood’ powder, I would recommend a
tablespoon of hemp protein powder for a natural protein boost, acai berry powder for
its density in vitamins and antioxidants, or lucuma powder for its subtly sweet flavour
and high iron and fibre content. You can get these from health food shops in Leeds
such as Millie’s or Out of this World, or online from Amazon.

[Patsy O’Neill]

February might be the shortest month of the year, but the wind and rain seem never-
ending, and the glowing windows of the new Turtle Bay restaurant were a welcome
sight that promised warmth and shelter. And they did not disappoint; the mismatched
interior and reggae music welcomes you like an old friend. We began our evening
with a generous introduction to rum tasting, sampling some delicious aged rum, and
then swiftly moved to cocktails.

The beach shack bar in the middle of the restaurant is manned by knowledgeable
bartenders, whose free-pouring adds to the laid-back atmosphere. For rum connois-
seurs there’s an extensive menu of rum from across the West Indies. The real stars of
the show however are the rum cocktails. Turtle Bay boasts a selection of original reci-
pes like the refreshing watermelon Marley Mojito, with many drinks also concocted
from homemade ingredients, like their fiery ginger beer. Every cocktail we tried was
better than the last, and the bartenders were only too happy to change the recipe as
per our requests.

For starters we decided not to stray too far into the unknown and opted for the
foodie staple, pulled pork. To our surprise, the pork wasn’t drenched in sauce like
we’ve all come to expect, it was tender and made with the perfect blend of season-
ing, giving it a spicy and aromatic kick. The accompanying mango and squash salad
was refreshing and cleansed the pallet, preparing us for the next taste sensation on
the menu. We then sampled the Bridgetown Doubles: fried dumplings served with
curried chickpeas. Something about these dumplings was instantly comforting and

warming. Perhaps the only negative thing we could find was their lack of choice for
vegetarians; although the Bridgetown Doubles we had were absolutely to die for, it
would have been nice for there to be a few more veggie options which are always in
high demand in Leeds. For our mains we ordered Curry Goat and the juicy marinated
BBQ Pork Belly, but in hindsight we should have sought guidance on which dishes
were particularly spicy, as the Curry Goat was enough to set the mouth on fire, and
yet the meat was far too tender to stop eating. Our desserts of Lemon and Lime Tart
and the Dark Chocolate Brownie, as recommended by our waiter, were both melt-in-
the-mouth, and rich enough to leave us completely satisfied.

The waiters were incredibly friendly, and were polite and adaptable when a dish
proved too spicy on the table beside ours, with the customers being instantly offered
a replacement dish.

Having no authority to call it authentic, I can still attest to it being delightful and
unusual for the Leeds dining scene. The dishes are certainly not for the faint-hearted,
so spice-haters approach with caution. But who can resist the tender meat, chilled
atmosphere, and cocktails that good, especially when they’re 2-for-1 every day until
7pm and 10pm-1:30am.

[Anastasia Kennedy]

[Image: Taste of Leeds]

Review: It’s Turtle Bay All The Way Down
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So a bit about me: I’m in final year, I speak French,
I’m from Merseyside, I think that the Obamas should
be everybody’s relationship goals, I love morning walks
through the park, I can be high-maintenance one day,
so laid back I could fall over the next, and I’m gay.

Now, writing a coming out story is a pretty daunting
task, because it’s not confined to just one moment, it’s

a process that I’ll probably have to do over and over
again. I’ve been doing it since the day I came out to
myself when I was about 13, and I’ll probably have to
do it until the day I die. And that’s not a bad thing, it’s
the most empowering feeling in the world, but I can still
write about the few days when it all became real.

I first realised when I was a teenager. I went to Catho-
lic School. I loved school, I had plenty of friends and I
was happy, if not that confident in myself. This, howev-
er, was a school where even though most people were
open-minded - staff and students - old ideas were so
institutionalised that we were taught about sex and rela-
tionships as part of our RE classes. We were taught that
the rhythm method was just as good as stickin’ some-
thing on the end of it— just to give you a flavour of
some of the ridiculousness. So, I never had any people
like me to look up to and the few gay people I knew
didn’t have an easy time, as you could imagine.

I finally plucked up the courage mid-way through a
drunken argument with two of my best friends on holi-
day: the power of words said in haste.

I knew I wanted to tell my parents ASAP, which is a
difficult moment for anybody. For me, there was no
pomp, no ceremony, no rainbow flags floating in the

wind. It happened in aWetherspoons on Mathew Street
in Liverpool, before a fancy Fathers’ Day meal in a res-
taurant across the road. I’d decided it was finally time
about an hour before and I just knew I had to do it and I
had my friends messaging me words of encouragement
as it happened.

It’s cliché, but my parents really are my biggest inspi-
ration. They’ve loved each other since they met 48 years
ago. They’re an inter-racial couple that met in the 60s.
When I came out to them, I realised that they knew ex-
actly what it was like to struggle for love. The struggles
that they went through back then – funny looks on the
street as they walked hand-in-hand, finding it difficult
to tell their parents, struggling to prove that their love
was just as valid as anyone else’s – are the same strug-
gles I face as their gay son today. For me, being mixed
race is as important as part of my identity as being gay
is. I already knew what it was like for something I have
no control over - my background and the shade of my
skin – to be the first thing that a playground bully or a
bigot would go for. I already knew the importance of
embracing who you are. My parents prepared me well.

[Jamie Ali]

Seeing yourself accurately and fairly represented when
you turn on TV or read a book is an unacknowledged
privilege – and it’s so important.

The importance of this is often swept under the carpet
or it’s treated as an added bonus, but I would argue that
it is fundamental.

I write this as a relatively privileged person – I am
white, I live in the UK, I go to a great university, I have
a supportive family. However, I am also a woman, and

queer, and don’t have the greatest mental health. As it is
LGBT history month, I think it is important to talk about
how representation can help young people grappling
with their sexuality.

We grow up in a society that tells us that it is normal
to be straight, that no-one would ever choose to be gay,
that homosexuality is wrong. You cannot overstate the
impact that these beliefs and attitudes have – and one
of the best ways to challenge and counter these, in my
opinion, is through representation.

I feel lucky that in my high school I always saw same-
sex relationships and that there were people I could talk
to who I knew wouldn’t judge. But, it was still not an
easy thing to go through and it took years for me to be
completely okay with it. One of the ways I worked my
way through it was through devouring every TV show
or film that centred around lesbian characters – Skins,
Pretty Little Liars, The L word, Imagine Me & You – I
watched them all, regardless of how awful they became
(looking at you here, Glee). As I have said I am lucky, a
lot of who I am was represented, particularly as I identi-
fy as femme, but all the characters came out of the same
cookie cutter following the tragic trope that all lesbians
in the media face (spoiler: they all die).

It’s not enough to just have a lesbian character or a

black character and say that is diversity. All too often
we see this, there are one-dimensional characters de-
fined by their sexuality or race – and yes, being gay is
an important characteristic of who I am, but there is so
much more to me.

Not being represented is a form of oppression; it might
not be as insidious as openly derogatory or hateful com-
ments. It really hurts though and it says that you are not
valuable, that you are deviant, that you don’t deserve
a happy ending. But we are valuable, and we’re not
deviant, and we deserve our own love stories and our
own happy endings. We deserve to be loved and most
importantly we deserve to be seen.

All I want is a diverse representation of queer women
on TV. I want to see disabled queer women, trans wom-
en, queer women of colour. I want to see a diversity of
gender expressions and sexual preferences. I want this
for me, but more than that I want that for young queer
kids – because people deserve to know that they fit in
and that they’re okay and ‘normal’. Is that too much to
ask?

[Emma Healey]
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It’s another foggy morning.

From inside the café I gaze out of the window, watch-
ing the people pass by. Fog curls through the air, leaves
eddying across the street as my coffee cup warms my
freezing hands.

As strangers filter past, I can’t help but notice how per-
fect each person looks.

A businesswoman walks by, confidently towering in
her red high heels, her black dress matching perfectly
with a smart jacket.

Another stranger passes the window, her red curly hair
flowing effortlessly in the wind, shielding her tiny figure
from the weather with a thick coat.

I catch sight of my pale reflection in the glass. I see
a chubby face, with podgy marks across each cheek.
The eyeliner has already begun to smudge, merging into
flaky eye shadow. Cold wind has cracked my lips, dried
and reddened my cheeks, and frizzed up my hair.

Some days it’s a real struggle to like the face staring
back at me.

A young girl skips past wrapped up in a duffel coat,
laughing as her scarf and hair are clasped by the wind.
She shields her face from the weather and runs back to
her mother, still grinning as her shoes slip across the wet
pavement.

Why can’t I be that happy about things I can’t control?

Another student sits down on the stool next to me, sip-
ping her coffee as she gazes out of the window.

And that’s when I realise. In reality, all that separates
me from this beauty is this window.

Why should being an outsider looking in, or sitting
by a window looking out, make you any less beautiful?
Beauty is a matter of perspective; you may hate your

frizzy hair, and yet a passer-by on the street gazes at it
in wonder.

Think of all the times you have wanted to compliment
a stranger’s features; their hair, shoes or smile. Remem-
ber all the people that you’ve temporarily fallen in love
with on a train, or even the times when you’ve loved
a busker’s voice. But we’ve convinced ourselves that it
would be too weird to compliment: they don’t know
me. I’ll just stay quiet. Imagine how much more confi-
dence we would all have hearing such comments.

It’s important to remember that we all struggle with
negative body image at times. We all have mornings
when we hate our stomach or wish we could change
something about our appearance. In fact we are all so
self-conscious about looking a certain way that we for-
get the most beautiful thing about being human: dif-
ference. ‘Perfection’ does not have a single definition:
whether your legs are chubby or skinny, or whether
your hair is straight or curly is irrelevant to how beauti-
ful you are.

I finish my coffee and venture back out into the cold.
Next time I go back the café I will admire the strangers
walking past, but without avoiding my own reflection.

[Charlie Collett]

It’s a Thursday night. Everyone’s getting ready for Mis-
sion. Sarah’s doing her makeup, Alex is showering, Da-
vid and Francis are already getting a buzz on to JB’s
new album— and you’re hyperventilating on the floor
of your room because your back hurts a bit so you’re
probably going to die.

Better not let anyone know, though; it’s embarrassing.

Pre-drinks have begun. A few friends have come up-
stairs from the flat below, and you’ve engaged in con-
versation. One friend is saying something about Corbyn
and you’re listening - well, trying to. It’s hard to con-
centrate when you haven’t quite finished painstakingly

planning the night out in your head for the hundredth
time.

A thousand ‘What ifs?’ are making your head implode.
What if you’re too hungover and go through an hour of
the next day below 100% productive capacity, or you
don’t perform to your highest standard at the gym.You’ll
probably fail your exams, or gain weight, or waste your
life away never achieving anything. And besides, do
you really have the money? What if it’s not worth it?

Better keep it to yourself, though; they probably won’t
understand.

You’ve been at the club for an hour now. There’s an
overwhelming amount of noise, lights and people, and
no easy escape. Everything has become an intense ex-
ternal pressure. With your heart racing and anxiety spi-
ralling, you’re instinct is fight or flight. And, as far as I’m
aware, the effectiveness of hand to hand combat with a
sound system is limited. You’ve got to leave. You’ve left.
You’ll tell them you were just tired, though; don’t want
to seem abnormal.

Statistically speaking, one of your friends on a night
out could have anxiety (figures vary from 1 in 6, to 1 in
10 people). Yet the perplexing stigma surrounding men-
tal health issues means that many of us are unaware of
this.

Partying can present those individuals with catalysts
for symptoms of anxiety. There is an increased number

of variables out of one’s control, a lot of new social in-
teractions and a huge amount of stimuli. Combine this
with the influence of alcohol, and the results can be
similar to those hinted at in the sections above. This
might include catastrophizing, health anxiety, nausea,
panic attacks and a generalised inability to enjoy the
present.*

Though mental health problems on the whole affect
1 in 4 of us during our lifetime, the counterproductive,
‘hush-hush’ atmosphere surrounding the topic means
we often find it hard to share these issues. Suffering
from anxiety on a night out, combined with this feel-
ing of isolation, can result in avoidance of social scenes
such as partying.

But by spreading awareness of mental health disor-
ders, engaging with the discourse surrounding them,
and in turn reducing the stigma attached, we can lessen
the level of social pressure that contributes to the social
impact mental health disorders.

For if the discussion of mental health becomes widely
socially acceptable, then the cost attached to social ac-
tivities, like partying, for those with mental health is-
sues, like anxiety, can only be reduced.

*Note: this is far from a complete list of symptoms.

[Bradley Young]
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As the LUU Leadership Race hots

up, The Gryphon asks: Should

Societies Be Allowed To Endorse

Lead LUU Candidates?

Nobody is truly sure if society
endorsements can actually swing an
election, but in the way they are currently
decided, whether or not they should is
something we should consider.
LUU likes societies to give

endorsements, and you can see why. A
constant reminder on your social media
feeds from societies you may be a part
of is likely to increase the chance you
may vote. Societies also already play a
role in deciding policy at LUU by having
their views expressed on ideas that pass
through forum by their activities reps.
Societies already form part of the fabric
of LUU democracy so in theory there is
little to disagree with. However, when
put into practice endorsements can end
up making you feel like the whole thing is
a bit of a stitch up. Just like a real election.
Societies hold hustings to decide which

candidates to endorse in each field of the
race. Hustings are meant to be events for

members of the society to quiz candidates
and determine who will be best for the
students of that society. In reality it all
too often amounts to a strange show
trial where you repeat the same script
you’ve read twenty times that week to
the committee of a society who decided
who they’d endorse in January. Or in the
case of my own experience with RAG,
the largest and therefore considered most
influential society on campus last year
(this year they’re remaining neutral), a
one minute pitch to a single member of
the committee.
All too often societies will choose which

candidate to endorse based on three
things: Are they already a member of
this society? Do they do this course? Do
they have more mates on the committee
than anyone else they’re up against? Take
for example the curious decision of one
society to announce last Monday which
candidates they endorsed without having

met them, and prior to all candidates
manifestos being officially released.
Now, candidateswhohavebeen integral

parts of societies shouldn’t be dismissed
as opportunists. The dedication they’ve
shown to their societies are admirable,
and the experience would serve them
well in an exec role. But what’s taken
shape is a feeling amongst certain
societies in LUU that it is their right to
exert an undue amount of influence
over a democratic process intended to
engage 30,000 students. Take a delve
into #leadluu twitter and you’ll find that
members of certain societies will quite
proudly announce how they “win their
elections”. Meaning that candidates that
their society has produced or endorsed
will win, because they’re backing
them. It’s dangerous to a democratic
process because it threatens to exclude
candidates who have not spent years in
the LUU bubble. It’s almost as though

they’ve formed an establishment within
the microcosm of LUU.
As these elections are decided by

a campus wide vote, the influence
of society endorsement could be
overplayed. But my worry is that
candidates who represent groups not
often heard in the debates we have in
the Union are overlooked simply due to
a lack of connections.
Toke’s victory in last year’s race for

Union Affairs was remarkable because
it eskewed traditional wisdom. Toke
came from outside of the establishment
of LUU socities. A proto-Sanders. But my
concern is that he is an exception that
proves the rule.
As much as it seems I’ve argued there

is something rotten in the state of Leeds,
I have no doubt that whoever wins
these elections will do so for all the
right reasons. Great policies, and a great
camapign.

I was lucky enough to be elected
Education Officer of LUU in 2014, so I
have some experience of the Leadership
Race and the never-ending chase for
society endorsements. They can be
difficult to get, but in my mind this
is the best indicator that they work.
Endorsements have to be earned by
being the best candidate.
The effect of endorsements is

questionable – when I ran, I knew that
one of the most important parts of my
campaign was securing the endorsement
of the Islamic Society. Throughout voting
week, I met a considerable number of
ISoc members who told me they’d voted
for me off the back of this endorsement.
At the same time one candidate I ran
against managed to accrue a similar
number of endorsements tome, including

societies with large memberships like
History Society and FoBSoc. So whilst
endorsements can be a great way of
getting your name out there – they are
certainly not the only way to do that.
There is a tendency during LeadLUU for

the wannabe politicos of Leeds to treat
it like a big time political race where
endorsements mean a great deal. Former
Welfare Rep Lawrence Thompson called
endorsements “fundamentally unfair”
because they are often a result of the
committee’s decision making processes,
and not a result of the preference of
society members. This certainly is true in
some instances, like thePOLIS Society this
semester, but getting rid of endorsements
altogether is the wrong way to make the
process fairer. Rather thanmaking it easier
for candidates to secure votes, it would

just force the cronyism that can pervade
the endorsement process underground.
Whilst also robbing less well networked
candidates of the opportunity to spread
their message to students they might not
otherwise encounter.
The POLIS Society are a great example

of the potential for endorsements that
is currently wasted. This year POLIS
endorsed six Exec Candidates and a
Candidate for Gryphon Editor without
holding a hustings or advertising to
candidates that their endorsement was
there to be won. In this case, rather than
making all Leadership Race candidates
accountable to POLIS Students by
holding a hustingswith their membership,
the committee lost their opportunity to
engage their members in the race. Instead
dealing out a meaningless endorsement.

This is clearly not transparent and
benefitted those candidates with pre-
existing connections, proving that the
system needs to be changed. Positive
change can ensure endorsements fulfil
the purpose they are intended for – to
indicate to those voting which candidates
would be best for them.
If endorsements are used properly, they

can level the playing field by making it
about what they should be – indicating
to students who Societies think the best
candidates are based on their ideas
and their character. That this does not
happen across the board currently is
unacceptable; but the answer is not to
outlaw endorsements altogether, but to
make them fairer and more transparent
so that everyone has a chance of winning
them.

No

Tom DixonYes
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George Jackson
BA Philosophy & Politics

Tim Cook, CEO of Apple, wrote a letter
to Apple customers last week. Posted
on the company’s website, the tech
boss explained that the company would
not honour a request made by the FBI
to provide a ‘backdoor’ to encrypted
iPhones. This decision to avoid developing
a tool for the US intelligence agency,
which would enable them access to
encrypted data, was predicated on the

belief that such actions would ‘undermine
the very freedoms and liberty [the US]
government is meant to protect.’ Cook has
made something of a bold move in what
can easily be perceived – at least on the
surface – as an act of corporate defiance
against the state, and for the benefit of
Apple customers. In an age where data
is easily gathered and accessed, the issue
of who can view a person’s data and how
such data is used has become a serious
one, particularly in light of exposés
from the likes of WikiLeaks and Edward
Snowden in recent years.
The FBI request was made in conjunction

with the investigation of a terrorist attack in
San BernardinoCalifornia last December, a
massacre that led to the deaths of fourteen
civilians. It is clear that the agency want
access to the mobile device of one of the
perpetrators, in the hope of obtaining
encrypted data that could be of use to
them in the investigation, if not helping
to prevent further attacks. The point
however, is that Apple have already done
everything within the confines of legality
to help the agency. Although judges have
ordered Apple to follow through with this
new proposal the potential consequences
of creating such a device render it, in
Cook’s words, ‘too dangerous to create’.
It is evident that creating this device

would likely put the data of many Apple
customers under scrutiny. Such a device
could fall into the wrong hands and be
used for purposes less noble than the
investigation of terrorists – this concern
serves as the main reasoning behind
Cook’s stand. Apple is already in a legally
binding position to hand over information
to the state that could be perceived as a
threat to national security, if not helpful
in preserving it. In his letter, Cook makes
it clear that the company has always
complied with ‘valid subpoenas and
search warrants’ issued by the FBI. An
admission of this kind is hardly a surprise,

given the fragility of data security in the
face of retaining national security. Only
the Apple executive’s concern, in this
instance, is that the device would enable
people to hack into any iPhone without
having to beat the mechanism that
encrypts the phone’s data. At present, if
the right settings are applied, an iPhone’s
data can be scrubbed immediately if an
unwelcome user fails to enter the right
passcode within 10 attempts. This setting
provides numerous benefits to iPhone
users, from the protection of contacts,
photos and social media accounts, all

the way to safeguarding more critical
information, such as banking and health
details. The creation of a device that breaks
through this mechanism with next to no
effort would mean that in cases of theft
or hacking, criminals who’ve obtained the
device (and they will find a way, if such
a device is created) would have an easy

way into the mobile data and subsequent
personal details of any iPhone user they
prey upon. Note also that over 700 million
iPhones have been sold worldwide since
the iPhone was first launched in 2007.
That figure translates into a plethora of
users, even considering the iPhones that
will have been broken and disposed of in
that time.
We live in an age of people leading

increasingly public lives, particularly
in the online world. With more and
more people being able to learn almost
anything about who we are, which apps
and websites we use, where we like to go
out and who our friends are, and all this
with the mere swipe or click of a button,
there is a genuine need for some degree
of privacy and to ensure that this privacy
is protected. Personal privacy is not only
beneficial to our sense of dignity, but
more so to our mental health. It is also,
in some cases, necessary for our personal
safety. If we were to live in a world where
people are unable to keep anything to
themselves, then they are exposed and
unable to differentiate between the private
and public spheres of everyday life. The
little privacy that remains for people
today is already being eroded, thanks to
data storage and social media. To create a
device that enables encrypted data to be
accessed with next to no effort is a further

erosion of this privacy. As a company,
Apple has an obligation to protect the
privacy of its customers, be they in the
USA or elsewhere. And it must be stressed
that this is not just a problem for the
USA. Apple has an estimated number
of customers that stretches beyond 500
million people globally. Many of these will
be iPhone users, all of whom will expect
their privacy to be protected, regardless of
where they’re living in the world.
It can’t be denied that government is

playing an increasingly active role in the
management of various aspects of our
lives. Our data is no exception. Whilst it
is understandable that governments want
to gain as much information as possible
in order to prevent further terrorist
attacks like San Bernardino, the risks
of creating the device requested, and
putting civilians around the world and
their privacy in danger, are too great for
the sake of hacking into one wrongdoer’s
phone. What’s more, once the device is
obtained and replicated by international
criminals, be they terrorists or otherwise,
the blame will be projected onto Apple.
Cook is being prudent in trying to block
the creation of such a device under his
watch. Most executives who want to stay
on the good side of their customers, from
both a human and business perspective,
would do the same.

Ask Not What Apple Can Do For Their
Country.

Cook has made something
of a bold move in what can
easily be perceived – at least
on the surface – as an act of
corporate defiance against

the state.
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Michael Everritt
BA Philosophy

A joke was recently made by Stephen
Fry, in his capacity as host of the BAFTA
awards. The response on social media
illustrates how people, millennials in
particular, are increasingly seeing free
speech as a privilege. It made fun at the
expense of an award winning woman’s
appearance. Later he found himself
defending the joke against a barrage of
critical opinions on Twitter. The woman,
Fry explained, was a friend who was
in on the joke. That would be all well
and good had Fry not known the joke
was being broadcast out of context
to a national audience. As a “national
treasure”, Fry has a louder voice than
most people and with that comes a

degree of responsibility. The joke might
indeed have been intended as a bit
of banter between friends. What was

actually broadcast was a reinforcement
of a negative stereotype. Fry invoked
his right to free speech. Does this
absolve him of blame for broadcasting
an offensive joke? Rather than admit
responsibility, he deleted his Twitter
account.
Newspaper journalists spend years

honing their craft and paying their dues.
Even the most naturally gifted writer
must prove themselves many times over
before their first professional article
sees print. Journalists have to constantly
seek out inspiration, keep up to date
with current events and stay abreast of
popular opinion. When it comes to pitch
their article, the journalist must do battle
with their natural enemy: the editor.
In these ways and more, newspaper
journalists fight to earn the privilege of
free speech.
Compare and contrast all that with

the content produced by any old
random bigot capable of setting up a
Twitter account. These are the kinds of
people whose contribution to political
discourse never rises above the level of
“David Cameron is a [insert four letter
word here].” There are exceptions, of

course; people do
produce content of
journalistic merit
via social media.
These people are the
cream of the crop.
This distinct minority
represents those
who have earned
for themselves
the privilege of
free speech. It is
justifiable to silence a
bigot who has failed
to substantiate his
arguments or engage
constructively with
the debate. This is
not the same as silencing them because
you disagree with them. If they have
failed to prove themselves responsible
enough to be given free speech, then
they do not deserve it.
Free speech is not a right but is, rather,

a privilege that we afford each other by
virtue of being responsible members of
society. Germaine Greer abused that
privilege by speaking out of ignorance on
the subject of Trans rights. Donald Trump

abused that privilege by advancing
arguments which are demonstrably
false. Peter Tatchell abused that privilege
by allowing himself to become painfully
out of touch. If people repeatedly abuse
a privilege then it is only right that we
as a society should strip them of it.
Fight to earn for yourself the privilege of
free speech; pitching an article to The
Gryphon would be a good start…

Fry invoked his right to free
speech. Does this absolve him
of blame for broadcasting an

offensive joke?

“Freedom of speech is not a right, but a
privilege.”
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Liam Kerrigan
BA Philosophy

In another startling display of his
total disconnect from reality, David
Cameron recently decided not to
make sex education mandatory for all
schools. Despite a number of women
within his own cabinet, as well as
“four parliamentary select committees,
five teaching unions, the Children’s
commissioner, the Chief Medical
Officer, the Association of Police
and Crime Commissioners, two royal
societies and no less than six medical
royal colleges” backing the proposed
changes, according to Channel 4’s Cathy
Newman, Cameron still decided against
them.
It would appear that the UK ranking 4th

highest for teenage pregnancies in the EU
last year is no indication that perhaps a
greater push for decent, compulsory sex
education in UK schools is necessary.
Nor does it seem to matter that under-
25s are consistently the age group most
likely to contract an STI in the UK. In
fact, Cameron’s decision in this matter
seems to defy all common sense. In an
age where children are beginning to
confront sexual identity and exploration

at a younger age, coupled with the fact
that sexually explicit content providing
an extremely warped view of the
realities of sex has never been more
accessible, it would seem rather obvious
that mandatory sexual education in UK
schools is needed now more than ever.
There have been those who have

raised concerns about whether it is
right to teach younger children about
these issues and whether children will
be able to handle the material they
would have to deal with, but it strikes
me that these worries are unfounded
and ultimately misguided. Children
receiving sex education will obviously
be taught content that has been tailored
to their particular age group; as mad as
this government often seems, I cannot
imagine that they would have proposed
getting 5-year-olds to put condoms on

to bananas, for example. Moreover,

providing children with a decent sex
education throughout school will
ultimately demystify sex and help dispel
the fanciful image it has acquired, due
largely in part to an unrealistic portrayal
in the media, instead grounding it as a
perfectly normal and innocuous part of
life.
Children today are going to be

confronted with sexual imagery and
content far sooner and more explicitly
than ever before. One need only turn
on the television and before long you’ll
undoubtedly encounter a perfume
advert that will leave you wondering
whether you’ve accidentally switched to

the adult channels. Why Cameron thinks
that sex education doesn’t need to be
mandatory in all schools is beyond me.
We live in a time where sexual imagery
is everywhere; young people are
confronted with sexual issues far earlier;
sexually explicit content is no more than
a couple of button pushes away and
young people are often made to feel
as though sex is the be-all and end-all,
and that they are somehow inferior or
inadequate if they haven’t yet had it. No,
clearly there is no need for nationwide
mandatory sex education.

Vaccinations against these
strains of meningitis have
been fully developed but,
despite the lives they could
save, have been deemed by
the government as not co t-

effective.

“Why Cameron thinks that sex education
doesn’t need to be mandatory is beyond me.”
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Climate change is one of the factors that is shaping this
world and can still have many unrealised effects on the
planet, resulting in more widespread impact in human
lives than originally thought. The effect of climate
change in already volatile areas such as the Middle East
and in countries such as Syria, can exacerbate the affect
that terrorism has in causing conflict. Climate change
allows a higher frequency of damaging events such as
famine to take place, leading to more stress in that area.
One example of these stresses was in the period of

2006-2010 when consecutive droughts in the Middle
East meant that affected countries were put under
pressure. As a result, there was a gap in governance on
issues of climate change whichmay have allowed ISIS to
gain a foothold as people became increasingly unhappy
in the way their country was being managed in the face
of extreme climate. The drought temperatures were
mirrored with that of the global warming temperatures
in the region and corresponded with the Syrian civil
war. This has led to speculation whether the climate
change is directly related to a growth in terrorism. Of
course, climate change has played an indirect role
in ISIS but it could have been the additional factor
which sparked others such as a lack of democracy or
widespread corruption to come to a head.
Other regions were affected during the drought

between 2007-2008, such as Iraq, Jordan and Lebanon
but only Syria was affected with the large scale

migration that came from the humanitarian crisis.
Syria has a semi-arid climate which is conducive with
droughts and indeed 25 years of the period of 1961-
2009 were drought years. The human mismanagement
of resources in these difficult conditions means that the
Syrian government itself can be held accountable and
is one of the largest factors leading to the civil war. The
Assad regime had several failings, not least the water
and agricultural policies, which climate change may
have increased the effects of.
Politicians also affect the way the public perceive

the link between climate change and terrorism. For
example, the US administration could overstate the
impact that the environment had in shaping ISIS in
order to gain their environmental agenda. In contrast,
the Republicans believe that climate change had little or
no role in shaping terrorism. Terrorism generally seems
to be short term with regards to the immediate threat of
the climate change whereas it clearly has the potential
to affect global populations but is considered more
of a long term problem. The security risks associated
with climate change can be seen in a Pentagon report
published in 2015 which states that the continuing
effects of climate change will aggravate problems such
as social tensions, poverty, the stability of weak political
governments and environmental degradation.
In the future, although some countries will see a

decrease in precipitation, others will see an increase
and become less water-stressed. This may lead to an
increase in unrest in Syria but the models that have

been simulated suggest that this water will be displaced
elsewhere, making it less likely for terrorist actions or
civil war to occur due to water stress in nations like
Brazil, Mauritania, and Burkina Faso. The future will
see an increase in harsher, more frequent droughts but
this is based purely on modelling so is lacking sufficient
evidence to come to a conclusion regarding the impact
that climate change will have on unrest in nations in
the future.
Climate change will continue to pose a problem in

the future with an average global temperature increase
of 5ºC. This increase in temperature will not only
ensure sea level rise but also would affect agriculture
and lead to more extreme storms. These factors ensure
that people become more desperate and more willing
to go against their government as they have nothing to
lose. These people are therefore more easily recruited
into the Jihadism movement as it provides a living
independent of climate.
Climate change may not be responsible for the rise of

terrorism but it certainly plays a role in worsening the
conditions in a fragile area, which can lead to extremism
taking hold. Where there is more water shortages,
changing weather patterns and rising sea levels could
be more politically unstable. However, due to debates
taking place between decision makers, it is unlikely that
more legislation will come through in regard to climate
change as a result of fear of rising terrorism.
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Is Climate Change The Forgotten Factor
In The Syrian War?
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This week, The Gryphon explores a
collection of some of the best new
discoveries of the past month.

Preventing the spread of the Zika virus to the
UK, ground-breaking cancer research, or the
production of vaccines for deadly diseases; all
important work, I’m sure you’ll agree, but have
you ever wondered just who decides how and
where allotted research money is spent?
Science funding is, frankly, something we take

for granted. We expect breakthroughs, but we –
or rather the government – want to achieve these
on the cheap. Following the promise in 2010 of
a ring-fenced £4.6billion for the scientific com-
munity, times have turned bleak following the
myriad of cuts made by our Chancellor of the
Exchequer. In August 2015, the public spend on
research was below 0.5% of the UK’s gross do-
mestic product (GDP): much less than our de-
veloped-economy counterparts. This prolonged
uncertainty has proved too much for some engi-
neers and scientists, prompting the emergence
of pressure groups such as the “Campaign for
Science and Engineering” (previously “Save
British Science”) and “Science is Vital” to rally
and raise awareness for, what is now, the dwin-
dling flame of science funding. These groups
have been actively working hard to remind the
Government of the importance of maintaining a
strong research and development core – the lat-
ter urging to send postcards to George Osborne,
1600 of which were delivered to him before the
spending review.
The importance of science funding is not just

concerned with the past couple of years either;
the UK has always been a pioneer in scientific
research. For example, we know that our DNA
has a double-helix structure – a result of the
trail-blazing work carried out by James Watson
and Francis Crick. It was at King’s College Lon-
don that Photograph 51 – an X-ray diffraction
image of DNA – was shown to the two scien-
tists, and together they determined the genetic
‘instruction manual’ required for humans and
almost all other organisms in the World.
According to analysis by the Department for

Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) in 2013, a
mere 0.9% of theWorld’s scientists reside in the
UK yet they produce 16% of the papers most
highly cited. Do you believe this work could
be done, and maintained, without funding? In
short, probably not. We cannot expect inno-
vations that enrich our World if we don’t sup-
port the scientists looking for them. Granted,
the science budget is relatively well-protected
by the Chancellor, but research budgets for
other departments – such as those determining
health, climate change, and energy – have been
slashed. So much so, that the total government
spend on engineering, science and technology
is as low as it was in 1986.

The outcome of the Spending Review last
November promised that the research budget
would be frozen (in real terms) until 2020. This
was coupled with a commitment to a long-term
science investment of £6.9billion between 2015
and 2021.While welcomed by many within the
scientific community, there is growing unease
over the lack of details related to these promises.
Is this a case of all talk and no substance? That is
the question playing on the minds of many UK
academics. Additionally, has the impending fear
of cuts pre-review, followed by the post-review
relief, masked the fact that there is, unquestion-
ably, still much more investment required?
Although Osborne has managed to initially

pacify many with his spending review, there
still remains fundamental underlying issues.
Firstly, why were cuts to science spending under
consideration in the first place? Our European
neighbours are continuing to invest in science,
engineering and innovation to help kick-start
their economies into gear, yet the UK finds itself
rock bottom in the G8 for public science spend-
ing. Is this the message we want to send out to
talented researchers and potential corporate in-
vestors? A government that does not fully sup-
port research risks deterring the engineers and
scientific pioneers of tomorrow, much to the
demise of the academic foundations that our
country is built upon. To those who question
the importance of attracting the best scholars
from abroad, it is worth noting that three of the
last five Nobel Prizes for science won in the UK
have gone to foreign researchers.
Furthermore, the current turbulent atmosphere

surrounding a potential “Brexit” does not help
matters; any hostility between ourselves and the
EU is the last thing UK science needs. While
the notion of saving money remains, it appears
the Chancellor has forgotten how he can make
it. Give a little to get a lot. If we properly invest
in science, who knows what we can create and
what breakthroughs we can make. Hopefully,
we will find out sooner rather than later.
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• Discovery of gravitational waves by LIGO
verify Einstein’s theory that space-time is distort-
ed by massive gravitational events such as black
holes merging.

• Astronomers predict the presence of a new Nep-
tune sized planet beyond Pluto drawing from evi-
dence of discrepancies in Uranus’ orbit.

• NASA proposes a new propulsion system
that could take us to Mars 3 days. Photonic
propulsion uses particles of light to accelerate a
space craft with a reflective sail to fractions of the
speed of light.

• Zika Virus has been found to cross the placental
barrier, suggesting a possibly link to microcepha-
ly but more research needs to be done to confirm.

• Half of the world’s population are predicted to be
short sighted by 2050 with nearly a tenth of them
at risk of blindness according to a study by the
Brien Holden Vision Institute.

• New research suggests that parents who amplify
positive emotions and supress negative ones can
damage parent child bonds and their own health.

• X-ray scans of dodos suggest the bird was actu-
ally fairly smart, with brain size similar to that of
pigeons and had an enhanced sense of smell.

• Researchers from CSIRO in Australia have re-
vealed that bats have a unique ability to carry
lethal diseases without being affected by them.
By keeping their immune systems switched
on 24/7 they are protected from diseases like
Ebola.

Sandy Kelly



We're in the business of IDEAS. We
are a collective of students, artists,
writers, designers, illustrators,
photographers, all fueled by our
desire to collaborate. We ARE
creatives dreaming BIG. We are
creatives dreaming together. Ideas
are our currency. Imagination is
critical. So is coffee. The best work
is always ahead of us. We are
persistent. We are relentless. We
are all painters and performers
working on screens big and small.
Our BEST projects are born from
what we learn as we fall, as we
grow, as we create, collectively. We
are SHARED learning. We work hard
and party often. Creative comrades,
come together.
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After England’s diabolical performance at the Cricket
World Cup last year, Coach Trevor Bayliss insisted his
side would embrace the new, fearless brand of one-day
cricket proving to be so successful for other nations.
Since then, England have recorded one-day series vic-
tories over Pakistan and World Cup runners-up New
Zealand as well as slim defeats to World Cup winners
Australia and recently South Africa. England had also

won all five T20 Internationals they had played against
the first three of those opposition in this time. However,
despite their recently good performances, the 2-0 T20
series loss against South Africa has shown England still
have a long way to go.
Opposition captain Faf du Plessis elected to field first

in the opening match in Cape Town, where openers Ja-
son Roy and Alex Hales appeared to get England off to
the perfect start. Having raced to 38-0 early on however,
the exceptionally bright young talent of Kagiso Rabada
removed Roy for 15. Leg spinner Imran Tahir then re-
moved Hales (27) to begin the rot. England’s middle
order failed to make an impact and were soon found
floundering at 81-6 in the 13th over, Tahir finishing with
four wickets. A neat cameo from England’s Jos Buttler
(32*) ensured his side finished on a defendable 134-8.
Chris Jordan struck first for England in the second in-

nings as dangerman AB de Villiers was removed cheap-
ly for seven. The story of the top order for the home
side was remarkably similar to the previous innings
as Hashim Amla (22), du Plessis (25) and JP Duminy
(23) all managed starts without being able to kick on.
England’s commendable attempt at defending their low
score was looking good as Jordan removed big hitter
David Miller with the first delivery of the penultimate
over. Jordan kept the over tight to concede a mere six
off the over, leaving South Africa requiring 15 off the last
over, a tall order for any side. Unfortunately for England,
all-rounder Chris Morris (17 off seven balls) smashed a
four and a six off consecutive Reece Topley balls before
sealing the victory on the last ball for South Africa.
Once again England were put in to bat in the sec-

ond T20 International in Johannesburg and a big total
looked on the cards after flying starts from Joe Root (34),
Eoin Morgan (38) and Buttler (54) guiding their team to
157-3. However, a miscued Buttler drive was caught be-
fore calamitous running the very next ball saw the end
of Morgan as well. None of England’s remaining bats-
man made it close to double figures as the South African
seamers bowled extremely tight lines to bowl England
out for 171, with England losing their remaining seven
wickets for a measly 14 runs. Once again Tahir bowled
well for the Proteas, as his pressure meant the quick
bowlers picked up the bulk of the wickets.
The second innings followed the pattern of the end of

the first – a disaster for England. A batting masterclass
from the ridiculously talented de Villiers (71 off 29) and
the majestic timing of Amla (69* off 38) saw South Afri-
ca canter to victory within 15 overs. The victory ensured
a 2-0 series win for the home side and saw them move
into second place in the T20I rankings just ahead of the
World Cup.
The loss showed that England still have a long way to

go in the one-day arena, but are on the right path none-
theless. With an average age of 24 in their World Cup
squad and no players over the age of 30, one can only
think this England side will thrive on the experiences
next month in India and be competing for the major
trophies in the future. Whilst South Africa, on the other
hand, surely go into the finals as one of the tournament
favourites and could finally pick up the long-awaited
silverware that has been so notoriously elusive. Then
again, we say that every year about them.

Having previously qualified for just a solitary World
Cup in 2002, one may be forgiven for thinking that
China have rarely, if ever, imposed themselves on the
global footballing stage. As a whole, the European
elite have historically dominated this lucrative sporting
grandstand, demonstrated clearly by the dominance
of the Champions League and their universally recog-
nised theme tune. For years, high-class European clubs
have hidden behind a subconsciously created veil of
superiority, although this previously solid wall may
soon be in danger of being breached by a powerful
presence from the Far East.
This East Asian footballing deficiency was previ-

ously a source of embarrassment for one of the largest
economies on the planet, although certain clubs now
seem financially intent on surpassing their Western ‘ri-
vals’. During the previous transfer window, the newly-
founded Chinese Super League spent more money on
players than any other division across the planet. This
includes the Premier League, Ligue 1, Serie A, Bundes-
liga and La Liga, which incorporates the likes of Real
Madrid, Manchester United and AC Milan, who previ-
ously had all flexed their financial muscles to domesti-
cally dominate in the past.
However, this financially-inspired command is no

longer a unique trait within the ever-changing foot-
balling sphere and this is demonstrated clearly by the
sudden financial firepower that has been recently un-
leashed by the Chinese Super League. During the win-

ter of 2016, the Chinese division ,founded
in only 2004, spent nearly £250 million
on footballing talent. To give this figure an
increased level of context, only £25m was
spent by the whole of Ligue 1 in January,
whose current reigning champions are the
Qatari-owned Paris Saint-Germain.
China’s insanely expensive spending spree

included purchasing the likes of Ezequiel
Lavezzi [Hebei China Fortune] from the
aforementioned PSG, Jackson Martinez
[Guangzhou Evergrande] for £31m from
Atletico Madrid, Ramires [Jiangsu Suning]
from Chelsea for £20m, as well as an abun-
dance of further signings that left Europe’s
untouchables scratching their heads, con-
fused and bewildered.
To make this footballing revolution even

more staggering, it is also largely spear-
headed by China’s President, Xi Jinping, whose passion
for football is widely-known. When elected in 2013,
Jinping made it one of his main aims to promote the
sport in the country, specifying that he wanted China
to qualify, host and eventually win the World Cup.
Previously, this remark could have been easily and

understandably mocked, but now even former England
and Lazio manager Sven-Göran Eriksson has optimisti-
cally claimed that a blossoming China team do have
the potential to win football’s most prestigious prize
within the next 10 years: “You can always feel how
football is growing in China,” said Eriksson to Xinhua,
Beijing’s official news agency. “I’ve been in Italy dur-
ing the 1990s when every player wanted to come be-

cause the football was very good, then I was in Eng-
land during the 2000s and all the players wanted to go
to the Premier League because of more money and the
good football. Now, in 2016, it seems that every player
wants to come to China for the same reasons. Maybe
10 or 15 years ahead, I’m sure China’s national team
will compete well [enough] to win the World Cup.”
`It is still yet to be seen if China’s governmental sup-

port will provide the nation with a footballing platform
to propel themselves, although this uncertainty will
surely not deter these dynamic Chinese clubs, who
are likely to continue their raids on Europe’s primary
leagues and raise their status from their previously sec-
ond-rate standards.
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A late trio of tries saw Leeds University women’s
Rugby Union team storm into the semi-finals of the
BUCS Trophy, after overcoming a stubborn Edge Hill
side 17-0.
It was a bright and sunny day as the Gryphons took to

the field and the girls were happy to be back at fortress
Weetwood after severe waterloggings last week had
hampered a series of Gryphon Rugby fixtures. This
was the first time the girls had played in a Cup quarter-
final, and having enjoyed a 10-0 win over Nottingham
in the last-16, the possibility of progressing even fur-
ther was high.
Despite perfect pitch conditions, both sides strug-

gled to find their rhythm and took time to settle into
the game, with many knock-ons resulting in disjointed
play. Edge Hill, lying only two places below Leeds in
the Northern 1A league, looked the livelier side during
the first quarter, although they were struggling against
the Gryphons in the scrum with Dominique Nielsen,
Victoria Carbutt and Amber Barnicoat all causing
problems for the Edge Hill forwards.
With 20 minutes played, Leeds gradually began to

gain more and more possession inside their oppo-
nent’s half and won a penalty on the half-way line,
which Hannah Morton kicked into touch. Following
a successful line-out, Bo Jackson spotted a gap in

the Edge defence and made a promising run, but was
forced to knock-on.
The Gryphons were dominant in the scrum and were

confident in the line-out, consistently challenging
their opponent’s throw-ins. In a game which was con-
tinuously stopped and started by the referee’s whistle,

perhaps this is why the home side managed to have
so much first-half possession, despite failing to get on
the scoreboard. The closest they came to scoring was
when Tilly Heggie ran over the try-line but was held
up in a maul by some desperate Edge Hill defending.
The second-half saw the Gryphons continue on the

front foot, dominating the possession, while runs from
Nielsen and Jackson offered glimmers of hope that
Leeds would score. After a brief bout of Edge Hill pos-
session, the in-form Heggie produced a well-timed
tackle to win back the ball.

With fifteen minutes to go, Morton changed the
direction of play, booting the ball cross-field into the
corner, which was picked up cleverly by captain Nicky
Dobra before forming a maul. Several phases later, Ro-
sie Blount ran over the line but was unable to ground
the ball, held up by the Edge Hill defence in a maul
yet again, but the Gryphons were getting ever closer.
The five-metre out scrum which ensued, howev-

er, was worked well and the ball was fed across to
Jackson who charged over the line to the cheers of
pitchside fans. Although Morton couldn’t convert, the
Gryphons had finally broken the away side.
A tame response from the Lancashire side ensued

from the restart, before Leeds gained back possession,
with a quick delivery from scrum-half Ruth Flory set-
ting Blount off down the middle of the park to go over
for Leeds’ second under the posts, this time converted.
At 12-0, a Gryphon win looked all but secured, but

Leeds were still gunning for more. With Edge Hill’s
defence well and truly fatigued, Carbutt exploited a
gap in the Edge defensive line in the middle of the
pitch and darted her way through, running around
30 metres towards the right-hand flank whilst shak-
ing off a number of challenges to wheel in under the
posts. Morton was an inch from converting – hitting
the right-hand post as the final whistle blew.
Having lost to Edge Hill in the league only two weeks

ago, this was a win that will be truly savoured by the
Gryphon girls, who showed grit and mental strength to
patiently overcome a tricky side and to prolong their
fantastic and historic cup-run.

Leeds’ brave women’s volleyball recorded their first
loss of the season at yhe Gryphon Sports Centre, leav-
ing their conquerors from Sheffield Hallam as the sole
remaining unbeaten side in the division. The game
started off evenly matched, with the agility of Irmak
Gökçesu and pacey setting of Catherine Laffan serving
the Gryphons as well as it has all season, and even
managed to open up the first set to 13-10 following a
series of mistakes from the visitors. After a number of
mistakes of their own, however, alongside play which
utilised the strength of the experienced Sheffield side,
they found themselves winning only one of the follow-
ing seven points to make it 14-16. Though their op-
ponents were made to work for the set, this deficit was
to prove unassailable, and at the end of a long rally
mostly fought out close to the net, Sheffield closed it
out 22-25.
The second set started out more positively for the

home side, with some very impressive play, coinciding
with a dip in form (and perhaps some complacency
from their opponents) resulted in them winning four
of the first five points. Things took a turn for the worse,
however, when Sheffield seemed to identify their ad-
vantages over Leeds in terms of strength and net play,
and won seven consecutive points to open up a 7-12
lead.
The home team never really got back into it after that,

despite an apparent lack of control of the volleyball
from the leading side, and again utilising their powerful
serves and spikes that became a hallmark of their play,

went on to win the second set 17-25.
Though they showed composure and resilience in the

early parts of the game, the belief seemed to largely
be gone from the Gryphons by the time the third set
began, and this was reflected in the 0-8 lead Sheffield
managed to attain in the early stages. Following a se-
ries of errors from both sides, with serves and rallies
alike frequently ending up in the net, Sheffield once
again used their overwhelming strength over a tiring
Leeds side to make sure the result was never really in
doubt. Frequently forcing theWest Yorkshire side to the
floor and beating them at the net, they secured victory
in this vital game in the division with a 15-25 win in
the set. Leeds’ play in the earlier parts of the game may
have warranted a scoreline more flattering than 0-3,
but the hardworking visitors were unforgiving in their
efforts to dismiss them and secure their place at the
head of the table.
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Fiona Tomas
Women’s Rugby Union

University of Leeds 17-0 Edge Hill

Sheffield End Volleyball’s Unbeaten Run

Women’s Rugby Edge Into The Semis

John Gibby
Women’s Volleyball

University of Leeds 0-3 Sheffield Hallam
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The women’s Lacrosse first team
fought valiantly on Wednesday at
Weetwood, but came up against a
formidable opponent in Edinburgh.
The team are arguably the best uni-
versity team North of the Border and
demonstrated that ability in a ruthless
first-half display. Barely two minutes
in and they were on the scoresheet.
Edinburgh continued to push for a
second goal, and were duly rewarded
for their efforts, before Gryphon Polly
Finch hit back to halve the deficit.
However, despite the goal, Leeds

were not able to gather any momen-
tum. Soon after they were 3-1 be-
hind, and, despite putting together
some good passing combinations,
their opponents were putting in an
obdurate defensive display. In attack,
Edinburgh were devastating, cutting
through the pitch at will, and it wasn’t
long before star player Caitlin Baty,
sidelined following a concussion in
a previous match, called a time-out.
Following their pep-talk, Leeds ini-

tially seemed to be rejuvenated, clos-
ing the ball down much more readily
than they had previously. However,

the deluge of goals continued una-
bated as Edinburgh’s combination of
intense pressing, fearsome running
and unerring shooting ability meant
that the home side were 12-1 behind
at half-time.
However, the girls didn’t appear

downhearted at half-time, re-entering
the field determined to show their
true colours. In LucyYates, Leeds had
a player who was lightning quick on
the break, with her superb close con-
trol and slaloming runs causing head-
aches for the Edinburgh backline.
Leeds got back on the scoresheet
through Katie Aird, who arrowed
a terrific shot into the top corner to
jubilant celebrations from the home
contingent.
The main problem of the first half,

keeping possession, was slowly being
rectified, and another neat passing
sequence found Lauren McLoughlin,
who cleverly rolled the ball in off the
post. Leeds were starting to put on an
impressive display, but they were up
against an unbeaten team and Edin-
burgh made sure that they kept the
lead to a comfortable margin.
Finch popped up with a second

goal to make the score 4-13, before
the visitors responded in kind. It was
then Ellie Dove’s turn to find joy in

front of goal, before Edinburgh struck
back once more. The second-half tus-
sle contined as Yates was finally re-
warded for her perseverance.
The rest of the match was similar-

ly nip-and-tuck, with McLoughlin
rounding off the scoring from a Leeds
perspective, before a late Edinburgh
double made the final score 7-18.
In a team missing four regular play-

ers, the girls in green can be rightly
proud of their efforts. Although the
first half was one-way traffic, the
second half was an evenly-balanced
contest.
Speaking to The Gryphon following

the match, Yates did say that ‘the de-
feat hasn’t dampened our spirits, but
has only made us more determined to
secure promotion’, with team-mate
Lydia Griffiths adding that it was ‘on-
wards and upwards from here’. A win
away at York on 9 March could see
them secure the title, provided that
Durham slip up against Newcastle.
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Athletes On Track For Success

American Football 1sts 14-21 Manchester
Met 1sts

Badminton 1sts (W) 2-6 Loughborough
1sts

Basketball 1sts (M) 62-64 Northumbria
3rds

Basketball 2nds (M) 53-75 Newcastle 2nds
Basketball 3rds (M) 29-47 Bradford 2nds

Fencing 1sts (W) 124-109 Aberdeen 1sts

Football 1sts (W) 4-3 Edinburgh 1sts

Futsal 1sts (M) 2-1 Lancaster 1sts

Hockey 1sts (M) 2-2 Edinburgh 1sts (Leeds
won 4-3 on penalty flicks)

Hockey 2nds (W) 1-1 Sheffield 2nds
Hockey 2nds (M) 1-3 Newcastle 2nds
Hockey 3rds (W) 1-2 Newcastle 3rds

Hockey 4ths (M) 3-0 Sheffield Hallam 3rds
Hockey 5ths (M) 1-4 Northumbria 2nds
Hockey 6ths (M) 5-1 Leeds Beckett 4ths

Netball 1sts 35-45 NottinghamTrent 1sts
Netball 3rds 29-48 Sheffield Hallam 2nds
Netball 4ths 42-46 Leeds Beckett 4ths

Rugby League 1sts (M) 16-54 Loughbor-
ough 1sts

Rugby Union 1sts (M) 14-66 Loughbor-
ough 1sts

Rugby Union 2nds (M) 10-46 Northumbria
2nds

Squash 2nds (M) 3-0 Durham 3rds
Squash 3rds (M) 3-0 Durham 4ths

Tennis 1sts (W) 0-12 Loughborough 2nds
Tennis 2nds (M) 8-4 Sheffield Hallam 1sts

Tennis 3rds (M) 4-8 Newcastle 2nds

Volleyball 1sts (M) 0-3 Sheffield 1sts

Water Polo 1sts (M) 10-13 Oxford 1sts

Alex Bowmer
Women’s Lacrosse

University of Leeds 7 - 18 Edinburgh

The first of the 60m heats kicked off
the first day of the BUCS Champion-
ships at the English Institute of Sport
in Sheffield last Friday as Leeds’
Anna Short and Chloe Boomer took
to the blocks. Short stormed through
her heat gaining first position with a
time of 7.88s, not far off of her per-
sonal best. Boomer impressed the
team as she held second position
throughout and ran a new personal
best time of 7.75s. Having secured
herself a position in the semi-finals,
she ran another personal best of
7.70s, making herself the first Leeds
athlete to gain a spot in the BUCS
finals and finishing in 7th place.
Richard Powell and John Ash-

croft both secured a comfortable
first place in their 1500m heats on
the second day of the competition.
Powell’s 4:07.91 run and Ashcroft’s
4:02.08 finish saw them both pro-
gress to the semi-finals. Ashcroft ran
an identical time in the semi-finals
as in the heats, whilst Powell man-
aged to shave an impressive eleven

seconds off his heat time. Both ath-
letes secured their positions in the
1500m final with Ashcroft winning
bronze in 4:00.07 and Powell gain-
ing sixth position in 4:05.04.
Will Snook took first place with a

time of 50.24s in the 400m heats,
putting him in a promising position
for the semi-finals the following day
in which he ran 49.30s and finished
in second place, with the help of his
lucky headband (although he just
missed out on a place in the final).
Meanwhile in the field events, Anna
Short jumped 5.07m in the long
jump, and gained 7th place overall.
Nerves were high as the 4x200m re-
lays were soon to kick off with only
six teams able to qualify out of the
thirty-seven entered. Zoe Thresher,
Gussie Beech, Nicky Dobra and
Sophie Money achieved smooth ba-
ton hand-overs and finished in one
minute and 51 seconds. However,
they were unable to qualify to the
relay finals. Despite this, they were
extremely pleased with their perfor-
mance.
Hopes were high for Phil Sesemann

as he breezed the 3k heats, finishing

in 2nd place with a time of 8:23.28
minutes. The following day saw
Sesemann win the third BUCSmedal
for Leeds as he finished in 2nd place
with an impressive time of 8:11.63
minutes. Day three of the competi-
tion continued to be one of success
as Beech and Money stepped up
for the 200m heats. Beech took 5th
place in her heat and Money took
2nd with a time of 26.29s, securing
a place in the semi-finals later in the
day. She continued to impress her-
self and the team as she ran a new
indoor personal best of 26.24s in the
semi-finals. Despite not making the
final six, Money was pleased to have
made it as far this year as she had
done in BUCS last year.
Dobra believed it to be one of the

best BUCS performances for Leeds
University Union Athletics Club for
a few years, which put the team in
high spirits. They have even higher
hopes for outdoor BUCS which is
due to take place in late April or
early May.

Lax Leeds Lose to Edinburgh

Zoe Thresher
Athletics



The 2nd team of the University of Leeds’ men’s
Badminton squad attained their year-long ambition of
championing the Northern 3B league and earning that
ever-tantalising and hitherto illusive promotion. The
team only needed a draw in order to win the league,
but the Gryphons had enjoyed a stellar season, and
were not about to let their blistering season end on a
bittersweet note.
Thefirst twosinglesmatchesgotunderway,eachplayer

visibly enduring a sense of nervous anticipation. Kieran
Kavi’s first match against Billy Chui ran alongside the
match between Sam Carcelmont and James Dunlop,
with both of these two outings providing an impressive
spectacle and some truly tense badminton. Kavi was
certainly tested rigorously against Chui, who showed a
rigorous determination that perpetuated achingly tight
rallies between the two. Consequently, Kavi lost the
first game of the match (something that had been a
stark rarity this season) and had a lot of work to do.
Carcelmont meanwhile, had won his first match with
relative ease and a score of 21 -16. However, Dunlop
experienced somewhat of a resurgence in the second
game, as Carcelmont allowed his opponent a way back
in, via a series of unfortunate unforced errors.With Kavi
pulling through to win his second game by an achingly
close 21-19, both matches were going to go right down

to the wire. The two Gryphons responded perfectly to
the pressure. Like two lions that had been backed into a
corner, they attacked their opponents with everything
they had. Kavi manipulated his opponent with superb
skill, executing smash shot after drop shot, pulling Chui
from one side of the court to the other, and ultimately
winning the final game of his match 21-12. Carcelmont
too demonstrated his resolve, coming back from a
lacklustre second game in order to win 21-19.
The doubles teams were next to play, and if they won

both of their matches respectively then Leeds would
be crowned champions of their league. The tried and
tested partnership of captain Callum Andrews and
Ben Beresford, was first to take the doubles court. The
two experienced a shaky start to the match, as they
committed a troublesome number of unforced errors
and one particularly unflattering serve – which was
possibly the result of an over-enthused nervousness
getting in their way. However, when the team were five
points in arrears, Andrews executed a crucial smash
shot that turned the tide. The duo went on to win
their first game by a margin of 21-16. Following this,
Andrews and Beresford were able to clearly rattle their
opponents, who became flustered to the extent that at
one point, they ran into one another whilst chasing a
particularly adept drop-shot form Beresford. Andrews
and Beresford won their match in straight games –
meaning that the pressure was all on the partnership of
Jun Ho Gong and Zayd Sheikh.
The pair quickly set about defeating their opponents.

The boys knew that they had a job to do, and wasted
no time in achieving their goal. The first game was over
in a flash with the pair totally dominating the opposing
team to warrant a 21-13 score. The second game was
awash with tension, as Gong and Sheikh’s teammates
watched on with agonising attention. This was a
much closer affair, with Newcastle’s representatives
demonstrating a keen ability to win points easily, with
startling smash shots. Fortunately, whenever the play
evolved into a rally, the two Gryphons showed that
they had the skill to win the point. The game finished
with a score of 21-19. The Gryphons had won the
league and smiles broke out all around the court. The
day was not over yet however, and like true sportsmen,
the boys saw the day out till the end - winning the
whole day (rather fittingly for such a dominant season)
in straight matches.
After the match, The Gryphon caught up with 2nd

team Captain Andrews, who attributed success this
season to ‘a strong set of players with a lot of depth to
the squad. The commitment from everyone has been
great, so we’ve been able to play at a consistent level.’
When asked about the challenges of next season, the
captain responded: ‘Next year could depend on who
we get that’s new, but if we get a good set again then
I don’t think we’ll have a problem staying up’. The
Gryphons then, are already setting their sights on next
season. But in the meantime, the impressive team can
now go and celebrate.
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Badminton Crowned League Champions
Leeds earn promotion with win over Newcastle

James Candler
Men’s Badminton

University of Leeds 8 - 0 Newcastle
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